
Chapter 3

THE LOCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OUTER SPACE

Though willing to negotiate in UN forums in 1957, governments were insuffi-
ciently informed about the characteristics of outer space or of space activity to
have developed a clear sense of their individual preferences or a situation defini-
tion that would facilitate interaction. The established UN three-phase sequence of
preliminary discussion, agreement on recommended guidelines, and formulation
of binding multilateral agreements provided them a method of proceeding that
accommodated the need to develop a clearer sense of outer space and space
activity.1 Preliminary discussion, building on several years of thinking by gov-
ernment and academic international lawyers, began in late 1957. Tentative state-
ments of broad principles that should guide use of outer space were advanced in
General Assembly Resolution 1721A of December 1961, and a more complete
set of guidelines in Resolution 1962, the Declaration of Legal Principles Gov-
erning the Activities of States in Outer Space, of December 1963. These princi-
ples were given binding form in a framework agreement—the 1967 Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies.2 Governments were able
to move from preliminary discussion to a framework treaty this quickly because
they used reasoning by analogy to develop the knowledge of outer space needed
to establish a shared situation definition and a sense of their own preferences on
the substantive matters under negotiation.

Both the 1963 Declaration of Principles and the 1967 Outer Space Treaty
dealt with several substantive space issues simultaneously, and provided the ini-
tial statements of the “law of outer space” that international lawyers now treat as
a distinct branch of international law. International law, like other systems of law,
applies two classification systems simultaneously in addressing the various
forms of human activity and their possible consequences. One establishes “types
of activity,” the categories of actions sharing enough characteristics to permit
regulating them by some distinct subset of legal rules. National law type cate-
gories include such things as making contracts, causing damage, using motorized
transportation, publishing, and taxation. The other classification system estab-
lishes “locations of activity,” categories of physical places where various forms
of activity can occur. Location categories are not identifications of precise geo-
graphical spots or particular physical characteristics of places where activity
occurs, but of the property rights regime (for law applied to private actors) or
jurisdictional rules (for public law regulating government conduct) applying to
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all the physical places included in the location category. In national legal sys-
tems, property rights regimes regarding land establish distinct categories of
vacant, private (individual, household, or firm), communal, and public lands that
structure rights of access to and use of, and responsibilities for maintaining
places in distinct ways. In international law, locational classifications are used to
apportion jurisdictional authority among states. Creating a viable law of outer
space required developing both categories defining both types and locations of
activity. Of the two, developing the locational classification was the more chal-
lenging. First, the locational classification, by establishing who held jurisdiction
over what actions by what actors where, provided the basis for allocating gov-
erning authority in the area. Second, the differences between outer space and the
areas to which existing international law locational classifications were applied
were great enough that jurisdictional rules for outer space could not be simple
extensions of rules used in some other physical place in the same way that many
activities in space could be treated as extensions of similar activity on Earth.

CLASSIFYING OUTER SPACE AS A LOCATION
In 1957 international law contained three main locational categories: res nullius
(areas currently outside the control of any individual state but open to appropria-
tion by the first one that establishes effective occupation of the area), res com-
munis (areas outside national jurisdiction not open to state appropriation but to be
used in common by nationals of all states), and state domain (areas within the ter-
ritorial, maritime, or aerial jurisdiction of an individual state).3

When Sputnik went into orbit, governments were faced with the reality of
human activity in a physical realm that had not yet been classified in law but
needed classification before they could develop coherent rules for space activity.
A power-centered analysis would correctly anticipate that the superpowers’ com-
manding lead in space-specific as well as overall capability would give them the
greatest say in any discussion of space issues. Yet such an analysis does not pro-
vide an adequate basis for anticipating whether the superpowers would converge
on treating outer space as res communis in which all comers proceed according
to common rules governing particular activities, or as res nullius to be divided
into individual national domains by the states getting there first.

Both possibilities had been widely canvassed before October 1957 by com-
paring outer space to familiar physical domains and debating whether outer space
should be treated like the high seas and classified as res communis, or like the air
above countries and classified as national domain to be parcelled out among
states.4 Together, the superpowers could use their considerable resources to
impose whichever classification they chose on other states; singly neither could
impose a classification on the rest of the world or coerce the other superpower
into accepting one.5 This inability to establish a locational classification unilater-
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ally meant that any agreement between the superpowers would have to be forged
through interaction processes towards the persuasion end of the power-persua-
sion continuum. Power would remain relevant, but superpower ability to shape
the global discussions would depend on their ability to come up with a shared
preference.

The persuasive process used to forge this shared preference could have
taken either of two forms: bargaining to a mutually acceptable deal that would
accommodate different preferences, or converging on a consensus about prefer-
ences built on shared presuppositions, assumptions, logics, and estimates of the
best way to proceed. Settling the question of locational classification by bargain-
ing was unlikely for two reasons. First, bargaining depends not only on individ-
ual calculations of preferences, but also on the presence of intersubjectively
shared understandings allowing reasonably similar definitions of the problem at
hand, reasonably accurate ways for each to assess the stakes involved for itself
and the other, and identifications of potential solutions.6 These were largely
absent in 1957 owing to the newness of human activity in outer space. Each
superpower knew that it wanted to be able to undertake space activity, and was
sensitive to the military potentials of space. However, intersubjectively shared
understandings had only begun to develop. Second, the prevailing norms of the
international system created considerable institutional inertia limiting the number
of possible solutions to questions of location classification to a choice between
two very distinct approaches rather than among a spectrum of possibilities that
shaded into one another and could thus be handled through “split the difference”
or other bargaining techniques.

The classifications res communis on one side and state domain plus res nul-
lius on the other were regarded as mutually exclusive: any particular area was
(state domain), or would become (res nullius), the possession of a particular
state, or it was part of the global commons, but not some mix of both. Nor was it
likely that the commons-individual state domain distinction would disappear or
be finessed because each category was well-entrenched in international practice
and regarded as legitimate in each of the places where it applied. This acquired
legitimacy meant that arguments about location classification took the form of
efforts to determine whether some physical space had the features appropriate for
treating it as a commons or as a state domain. A process involving some finess-
ing was already underway in the contemporaneous negotiations regarding use of
the oceans, in which new notions of “exclusive fisheries zone,” “contiguous
zone,” and “continental shelf” sought to treat certain areas as open to navigation
by all but under individual state regulation of resource extraction. These notions
had little resonance in the outer space discussions, however, because the fisheries
zone and contiguous zone concepts referred to fairly narrow bands (no more than
nine additional nautical miles beyond the three nautical mile territorial sea), and
the continental zone concept rested on a vertical stacking of state domain in
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seabed and subsoil beneath a water column part of the high seas commons.7 In
the space discussions, the problem was how to classify a vast near vacuum and
the gaseous or solid natural bodies within it, not how to deal with a circumscribed
nearby area.

The strong impetuses behind maintaining the commons-state domain
dichotomy mean that institutionalist and social practices analyses fare no better
than power-centered ones in explaining why outer space came to be classified as
a commons. Understanding how the superpowers converged on treating outer
space as res communis requires tracing how the thought that outer space should
be a commons went from being part of the individual mental conceptions of par-
ticular commentators and decision makers to being an intersubjectively shared
belief providing a key part of the conceptual framework for outer space law. This
shift required the superpowers and other governments to develop a common rea-
soning process that would allow them to participate in group cognition. While
any of several modes of human reasoning were available to the governments
involved, lack of extensive knowledge about outer space plus policymakers’ and
international lawyers’ strong familiarity with it encouraged use of reasoning by
analogy.

REASONING BY ANALOGY
Reasoning by analogy rests on the basic premise that when two knowledge
domains (which can be problems, sets of phenomena, or individual instances of
phenomena) are similar on some significant dimensions they can be treated as
instances of the same thing or results of the same causal process.8 This assump-
tion allows reasoners to treat knowledge domains that are similar in some already
noticed respects as similar in other not yet noticed respects as well. This allows
using information about the familiar “source domain” to fill gaps in information
about the unfamiliar “target domain.” Human individuals and groups use analog-
ical reasoning in two ways, for the focused purpose of understanding a new situ-
ation in which they find themselves by comparing it to others they have
experienced or for the broader purpose of comprehending a new issue, type of
problem, or type of situation.9 The large literature on use of analogies in foreign
policy decision-making deals primarily with the more focused application of
analogies, showing how policymakers comprehend new situations and generate
estimates of what will happen if they act or react in particular ways.10 There has
been much less treatment of the broader use of analogies to create conceptions of
new issues, problem types, or situation types in the international relations litera-
ture. However, the form of reasoning involved in both modes of application is
similar.

Reasoning by analogy proceeds in four steps. In the first, “representation,”
reasoners develop a preliminary characterization of the target domain by identi-
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fying some of its major features. In the second, “retrieval,” they use this prelim-
inary appreciation to guide the calling up of potentially useful analogies from
memory. In the third, “mapping,” they probe the likely usefulness of the analogy
or analogies retrieved by drawing on information about the source domain to
round out information about the target domain through matching corresponding
observed features and transferring inferences about other features by assuming
that what exists in the source domain also has corresponding features in the target
domain. When mapping suggests that an analogy will be helpful, or reveals
which of the retrieved analogies is most helpful, reasoners proceed to the fourth
step, “adaptation.” This involves rounding out and improving the fairly fragmen-
tary initial characterization of the target domain model by drawing more infor-
mation from the source domain to better reveal features of the target domain.11

All four steps must be performed competently if reasoning by analogy is to suc-
ceed. Representation shapes the whole process because it supplies the mental
images that guide the search for possible analogies. Different representations can
lead to retrieval of different analogies and thus to different conclusions about the
nature of the target domain. When retrieval produces only one candidate analogy,
mapping becomes a process of probing its likely usefulness by comparing infer-
ences drawn from the analogy-produced model of the target domain to what is
already known about it independently. When, however, retrieval yields more than
one candidate analogy, mapping involves assessing the relative merits of the
competitors and preferring the one that yields the fewest significant discrepan-
cies between model of and current information about the target domain. In either
case, adaptation involves “debugging” to remove or reduce serious discrepancies
before relying too heavily on the analogy (or chosen analogy).12 Once an analogy
is chosen and a model of the target domain developed from it, the source domain
recedes into the background. However, it remains available for subsequent recall
and reuse if later experience reveals new aspects of the target domain that fail to
fit the adapted model.

Analogical reasoning permits rapid transfer of knowledge from one
domain to another, but will mislead if source and target domains are not actually
as similar to each other as accurate transfer requires. Failure of an analogy can
take several forms. In the first, the analogy fails because the source and target
domains do not match up as well as assumed after the initial mapping. Because
analogical reasoning encourages drawing one-to-one correspondences between
features of the source and target domains, an analogy will fail to reveal features
of the target domain that have no parallel in the source domain or, conversely, fail
to reveal the absence in the target domain of features present in the source
domain.13 Failure to expect features that are present and failure to realize that
assumed features are absent each inhibit developing accurate appreciations of the
target domain. In a second form of failure, analogies mislead because they are
based on features of the source domain that are too large-scale or too small-scale
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to pick up significant features of the target domain. In a third, analogies based on
good matches of surface features—the externally observable features most likely
to be detected first in any process of analogy formation—fail to pick up differ-
ences in underlying causes or relations between features because surface similar-
ity is no guarantee of deeper similarity. In a fourth, analogies mislead when
reasoners have trouble coping with ambiguity. Ambiguity can involve either or
both unclear mappings that occur when more than one aspect of the target
domain resembles a single aspect of the source domain (or vice versa), and the
fuzziness of communication produced by the multiple shades of meaning of the
particular words used to communicate the analogy to others.14 In a fifth form of
analogy failure, similarities of observable attributes suggest one analogy but sim-
ilarities of relations between elements suggest another, producing a “cross-map-
ping” in which two analogies compete for attention.15

Sophisticated users of analogies are aware of these pitfalls and try to avoid
them by remaining alert for observable evidence about the target domain sug-
gesting that the analogy now in use is failing. Yet even sophisticated users’ cau-
tion can be defeated if the new evidence is too confused to provide clear
indicators that the analogy fits poorly.16 These problems are inherent in the very
process of reasoning by analogy, and give people strong motivation to shift
towards building knowledge through more direct appreciation of the target
domain whenever possible. When this is possible and experience in dealing with
phenomena in the target domain increases, analogies recede and other modes of
reasoning come to the fore.

Analogical reasoning is also prey to the same general limits of human cog-
nition that affect all forms of reasoning. Besides the obvious sources of bias well
known to students of politics—such as strongly held ideology or position in the
social structure—that channel thought in particular directions, cognitive scien-
tists have identified limits to cognitive competence stemming from the inner
workings of the mind.17 Some of these limits inhere in the methodological rule
that mapping should proceed by one-to-one matching. Analogical reasoners rely
on a repertoire of standard mapping techniques ensuring that only one-to-one
matches occur—such as matching objects only to objects, attributes only to
attributes, and relations to relations—that can obscure more complex relations.
Other limits stem from influences exerted by the content of the background
knowledge from which a particular individual or group begins the process of rep-
resenting the target domain or maps the analogy onto it. Yet another set of limits
stems from the constraints of human memory. People can retain large amounts of
information in passive (long-term) memory, but retrieve analogies from their far
more limited active memory. Most cognitive scientists believe that individual
humans can retain and cope simultaneously with two to seven “chunks” of infor-
mation in active memory,18 and many conclude that if the “chunks” are analyti-
cal concepts rather than discrete pieces of factual information, the maximum is
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two or three unless people use explicit cognitive aids like checklists.19 These
limits on active memory mean that initial retrieval of analogies is highly sensitive
to processes of “reminding” in which recent events, conversations, or experi-
ences serve as triggers favoring the recall of some pieces of information rather
than others.20

Because they can draw simultaneously on several minds, groups should be
able to avoid the constraints imposed by these cognitive limits better than indi-
viduals. Yet the dynamics of group interaction can produce limits of its own.
Members of a group, particularly one that interacts frequently, can unconsciously
converge on a particular analysis of what is important or selection of a particular
source domain that leads it to ignore significant considerations.21 Even when a
group avoids unconscious convergence, the dynamics of discussion or the limits
of available time can severely limit the possibilities it considers.22 Some of the
foreign policy decision-making literature shows that groups dealing with new sit-
uations seldom consider more than three possible analogies, even when not under
pressure to formulate an immediate response.23

Cognitive scientists admit that they do not yet fully understand the process
by which one possible analogy prevails over others in individual minds or among
members of a group working together. The research on foreign policy decision
making supports contentions that retrieval of analogies usually involves recall of
similar surface features even though applying an analogy involves assuming that
the same causal processes are at work in both source and target domains.24 Yet
particularly when more than one analogy is retrieved, causal mechanisms or
pragmatic considerations will be more prominent because selection among them
involves determining which provides the “best fit” (the strongest resemblance
not canceled by a strong difference) to the target domain. In practical fields like
international politics, where reasoning is tied closely to purpose, the “best fit” is
perceived in terms of the task at hand, though how tightly purpose constrains the
flow of analogical reasoning remains open to debate.25

The retrieval of possible analogies from active memory is also influenced
by the level of reasoning skill brought to bear. Early in the process, when those
involved are “novices” in their appreciation of the target domain, retrieval
focuses on similarities of attributes (“surface similarities”) and reasoners tend to
rely on a single analogy to speed learning. Later, as more experience with it
yields greater familiarity with the target domain, those involved become
“experts” more likely to use structural rather than surface features for modeling
the target domain and to perceive the limits of whatever single analogy they
apply.26 Such recognition of limits does not necessarily mean that the now more
expert abandon analogical reasoning. Unless or until they can develop more rig-
orous conceptions of the target domain that permit use of deductive reasoning or
accumulate enough experience to employ inductive reasoning, even experts will
continue to develop knowledge through analogical reasoning. However, they will
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rely much more on “relational mapping” that matches sets of elements in a simi-
lar relation to one another in each domain or on “system mapping” that assumes
similar causal sequences between elements are operating in each domain. Expert
reasoners are also more willing to employ multiple analogies, each helping to
understand one or more aspects of the target domain.27 Though using multiple
analogies involves letting some inconsistencies into the model of the target
domain, most people are more interested in having a conception “that works”
than in complete internal consistency of models.28 They typically expect that
inconsistency will be reduced as information or experience accumulates.

Selection of an analogy, or even of a set of multiple analogies, does more
than facilitate reasoning about the target domain; it also sets the terms of discus-
sion by providing the frame that organizes perceptions. Such frames are never
neutral: they highlight some concerns and downplay others, indicating what is
more or less important.29 This allocation of attention is particularly important in
politics, where differences in apparent importance significantly affect both the
likelihood of getting a concern on the agenda and of securing a favorable deci-
sion about it. Governments and other political actors are fully aware of this,
devote great attention to how a problem is defined, and use all the resources at
their command to nudge problem definitions in a favorable direction. A decision
to hold explicit negotiations rather than let an international regime accrete by
development of customary practices and law or spring ready-made from the
impositions of great powers means that success in setting the terms of debate
requires the ability to offer reasons and justifications that other governments find
persuasive.30

Appeals to widely shared values and use of shared standards of argumenta-
tion have considerable influence over other actors.31 The common values of the
international system are frequently expressed in international law and the
declaratory resolutions of intergovernmental organizations, so it is not surprising
that they form a prominent part of governments’ arguments in multilateral nego-
tiations. The perceived character of particular issues indicates other forms of rel-
evant expertise. In discussions relating to physical phenomena, like pollution or
physical places, the modes of natural science inquiry provide some of the
common standards. In discussions of activities relating to human-created social
facts, like international trade, the standards of reasoning developed in professions
of relevant experts will be relevant. Yet the prominence of lawyers and legal rea-
soning in any international negotiation intended to produce written agreements
ensures that standards of legal reasoning will be highly influential whatever the
other forms of expertise deemed relevant.

Lawyers, whatever the legal system in which they practice, are well-trained
in the art of reasoning by analogy. They most often apply that skill to the prob-
lem of fitting new situations into the categories established in an existing body of
rules—an exercise broadly similar to the foreign policymaker effort to under-
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stand a new situation by reference to earlier ones. Yet they can also apply their
analogical reasoning skills to the process of offering, exploring, accepting, mod-
ifying, and rejecting analogies suggesting how to conceptualize a new type of
problem or situation and then suggest rules appropriate for it.32

SELECTING THE INITIAL ANALOGY FOR CLASSIFYING OUTER SPACE
Much of the early discussion about creating international law for outer space
activity involved exploring the implications of competing high seas and national
airspace (air) analogies because each suggested a very different locational classi-
fication of outer space and hence different allocations of governing authority
there. Adopting the high seas analogy would encourage treating outer space as
res communis, an open access area to be used by all, appropriated by none, and
policed by letting each state enforce the rules on its own nationals wherever they
go in space. Adopting the air analogy would encourage treating outer space as a
portion of state domain, an area divided into separate state segments, each used
only with permission of the state possessing that segment, and policed by letting
the possessing state enforce its rules on everyone operating within its segment.

Both analogies had considerable surface appeal, a reality noted in the ad
hoc space committee’s comment: “It was unanimously recognized that the prin-
ciples and procedures developed in the past to govern the use of such areas as the
airspace and the sea deserved attentive study for possibly fruitful analogies.”33

The air analogy was favored by the location of outer space: in human perception
formed by the effects of gravity it lies “above” the Earth. Vehicles traveling in
space could cause damage by crashing or by dropping things on those below, and
their motion was invariably described as “flying.” The high seas analogy was
favored by the vastness of space and the evident difference between the near
vacuum of space itself and the more solid natural bodies found within it. The
space-celestial bodies difference prompted the syllogism “space is to celestial
bodies as seas are to islands.” It, in turn, prompted a second syllogism “air is to
space as territorial sea is to high seas.” This second syllogism explained why the
second-named element should be treated as a commons and the first-named as
state domain, and hence why outer space should be treated differently than
national airspace. By dealing in some way with two major physical attributes of
the realm beyond the Earth’s atmosphere—being “above” Earth and containing
both void and solids—rather than one, the high seas analogy gained an edge in
mental plausibility over the air analogy.34

Initial interest in air analogies was higher in the Soviet Union than in the
United States because of differences in those countries’ immediate security con-
cerns. In the 1950s, both superpowers were interested in the military potential of
space activity, with using rockets for long-distance delivery of nuclear weapons
and camera-carrying satellites for reconnaissance foremost in military minds.
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The Soviets were more strongly interested in rocketry, because they had little
immediate prospect of securing bases in foreign countries from which they could
send aircraft against targets on U.S. territory while the United States already had
an ample array of bases for attacking Soviet territory in Japan, Turkey, and West-
ern Europe. The Soviets’ greater effort in rocket development yielded successful
tests of long-range missiles in late August 1957 and launch of Sputnik that Octo-
ber.35 The balance of eagerness was reversed on satellite-based reconnaissance.
The Americans were interested in all forms of aerial and space reconnaissance
because of the large gap between what they could find out about Soviet activity
and what the Soviets could find out about American activity. Soviet leaders’ con-
fidence in maintaining secrecy while securing information about U.S. intentions
and activities was great enough that they did not accord priority to military
requests for reconnaissance satellite development until about 1960.36 A tightly
closed political system allowed the Soviets to keep more things secret—even the
existence of large towns devoted to military research and development. Photore-
connaissance would reduce this gap, and U.S. leaders did not hide their interest
in it. The Soviets knew about this interest from press reports, and were aware
almost immediately when speculative discussion was superceded by serious
development work in 1954.37 U.S. President Eisenhower’s 1955 “open skies”
proposals and the post–Sputnik press uproar, which included stories about U.S.
intentions to develop dedicated reconnaissance satellites,38 provided additional
reminders.

Had rocketry been the superpowers’ only concern, the choice of high seas
or air analogy would not have mattered: both the high seas and the airspace of
enemy states are legitimate locales of war. However, each analogy had very dif-
ferent implications for the legitimacy of peacetime satellite reconnaissance. The
law of the air requires that a state grant permission for all flights over its territory
and territorial sea.39 Flights of civilian aircraft were (and still are) governed by
the rules established in the International Civil Aviation Convention and the sup-
plementary bilateral agreements that govern scheduled and chartered air service,
while government-owned and military aircraft could (and still can) enter another
state’s airspace only with its express advance permission. Any intruding aircraft
could be intercepted and forced to land, while those reasonably believed to be
military or to have military purposes could be shot down even in peacetime.40 In
contrast, all military and civilian aircraft could (and still can) fly anywhere over
the high seas. No peacetime interference with their activities is allowed; only
during actual hostilities may aircraft of one state seek to hinder or shoot down
aircraft of an enemy state over the high seas. This was amply demonstrated in the
U–2 and RB–47 incidents of May and July 1960. The U.S. government did not
protest when the Soviets shot down the first above their territory and jailed its
pilot for espionage, while the Soviets acknowledged the aptness of U.S. protests
about their shooting down of the second when it was above the high seas (even
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though able to observe parts of Soviet territory) by quickly returning the surviv-
ing crewmen to the U.S.41 The Soviet goal of excluding reconnaissance of its ter-
ritory by shooting down satellites would be promoted by adopting air analogies;
the U.S. goal of promoting the right to use them undisturbed would be served by
high seas analogies.

When governments began paying sustained attention to problems of space
law, the process of considering the competing analogies was well underway in a
transnational legal discussion among individual international law specialists and
many of their professional associations around the world.42 A few experts used
air analogies to support upward extensions of state jurisdiction, but the majority
of United States and other Western international lawyers involved in the discus-
sions used high seas analogies.43 It is hard to tell how far Western advocates of
high seas analogies were aware of and influenced by U.S. government prefer-
ences, especially since some of its public statements were confusing,44 but the
high seas analogy-based suggestion that outer space should be used in common
and regulated jointly fit comfortably with most Western international lawyers’
broadly multilateralist outlook.45 It also fit the aspirations of some of the early
Third World participants for establishing “mankind” as a distinct legal subject,46

or for using space discussions in the effort to create a new international law free
of nineteenth-century colonialist practices. 

Advocates of high seas analogies also claimed that they fit the material
realities of space better. This conclusion was based partly on physics: the Earth’s
daily rotation and annual orbit of the Sun create constantly changing geographic
relationships between particular states and particular areas of outer space.47 It
was also based partly on technology: lawyers favoring high seas analogies tended
to believe that states would lack the material means for excluding others from
particular parts of space, and ability to exclude is one of the traditional precondi-
tions for asserting state sovereignty.48 The hope of many Western international
lawyers that outer space activity would become and remain a primarily peaceful
pursuit in a shared common area was reinforced in 1954 when plans for the
coming International Geophysical Year program of coordinated scientific study
of Earth and its atmosphere were expanded to include launch of artificial satel-
lites for probing beyond the atmosphere.49

Soviet legal specialists, who labored under the extreme Stalin era con-
straints on discussion of any subject until late 1953, came to the discussion some-
what later, but were fully aware of Western specialists’ views. Though seeing
outer space law as a promising field for developing a “new” international law
more favorable to the eventual triumph of world socialism,50 they disagreed
about how to best frame it. Some more or less explicitly used air analogies to but-
tress arguments that extending state sovereignty into space was necessary to pro-
tecting Soviet security.51 Others preferred to remain more consistent with earlier
Soviet government positions that airspace extended as high as aircraft could
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reach while dealing with the problem of higher-altitude reconnaissance by distin-
guishing between “peaceful” and “nonpeaceful” uses of outer space.52 Others
invoked high seas analogies53 or argued that outer space was a distinct realm
requiring a special law of its own rather than one based on analogies to other
areas.54 Opponents of using the air analogy did not ignore the reconnaissance
problem; rather, they argued that the USSR could maintain its security by insist-
ing on adoption of rules defining satellite reconnaissance as an illegal activity
and permitting states to take unilateral action against it.55

As formal debate about creating international law for outer space activity
began at the UN General Assembly in 1958, the U.S. government clearly favored
establishing the principle of “freedom of space.”56 Soviet preferences seemed to
include greater control over military activities, but the Soviet government, like its
U.S. rival, hedged its position by avoiding clear public pronouncements on the
matter.57 The 1958 discussions revealed that high seas analogies had wider sup-
port among UN member governments, including those of the European neutral
and Third World nonaligned states, than did air analogies.58 Several aspects of
analogical reasoning influenced their thinking. Most were persuaded that the sur-
face similarity of air and space being located “above” Earth was more than can-
celed by the ever-shifting geographical relations between any particular place on
Earth and any particular portion of space.59 High seas analogies were more
immediately available in diplomats’ memories because the (First) UN Confer-
ence on the Law of the Sea has just concluded with completion of four draft mul-
tilateral treaties concerning ocean activity. Though coastal state maritime
jurisdiction was to be expanded somewhat in accepting their control over conti-
nental shelf resource exploitation and twelve–mile exclusive fishing zones, the
treaties reinforced the tradition of treating the high seas as a commons open to
all.60 In contrast, air law had been codified in the 1940s and air lawyers’ attention
in the 1950s was focused on resolving disputes about how to apply the rules in
particular situations. The strength of shared sentiment among other governments
and their own legal specialists helped bring the Soviet government around, and
when sustained discussion of space issues resumed in the General Assembly in
1961, the Soviet government was ready to employ high seas analogies.

The resulting superpower and multilateral consensus on using high seas
analogies to guide the formulation of outer space law was reflected in the first
operative paragraph of General Assembly Resolution 1721A, which expressed
two key propositions:

(a) International law, including the Charter of the United Nations, applies to
outer space and celestial bodies.

(b ) Outer space and celestial bodies are free for exploration and use by all States
in conformity with international law and are not subject to national appro-
priation.61
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Having accepted the analogy with the widest support, the Soviet government
then focused on advancing its backup position by waging a campaign in favor of
demilitarizing space, one effect of which would be to make satellite reconnais-
sance illegal.62 Yet in 1963, they shifted position again and argued that any type
and level of reconnaissance specifically included among the verification meas-
ures adopted in arms control agreements is legal and exempt from unilateral
countermeasures.63 This broke impasses on several issues and allowed negotia-
tions to move forward.

At first glance this shift of position on satellite reconnaissance had more to
do with security concerns than with tracing out the practical consequences of
conceptualizing outer space as a common area. As realist analysts would be quick
to note, the Soviet government had little interest in reconnaissance satellites
during the 1950s. While Soviet space program administrators and military com-
manders expressed interest in developing them, government leaders gave them
low priority.64 Increasing tensions with the Chinese Communists had led the
Soviets to cancel all aid programs and withdraw all Soviet technicians from
China in mid-1960. Since the Chinese also maintained an extremely closed polit-
ical system, the technicians’ departure denied the Soviets much of the flow of
information about Chinese plans and activities that they had enjoyed.65 This rein-
forced the higher priority accorded to reconnaissance satellite work, and the
Soviets launched their first camera-carrying satellite in mid to late 1962, only
about two years after the United States’s first successful reconnaissance satellite
went into orbit.66

While the Soviets might not have gotten as interested in reconnaissance
satellites without the Sino-Soviet rift, there is enough evidence to support con-
clusions that they would have abandoned air analogies about when they did
anyway. Most Soviet legal specialists were criticizing air analogies even before
the problems with China became acute, and the basic international law textbook
used in Soviet universities clearly limited state sovereignty to the air.67 When
Evgenii Korovin, one of the most senior Soviet international law specialists, reit-
erated his criticisms of using air analogies in 1961,68 he was reinforcing rather
than establishing a trend. Advocacy of air analogies disappeared from Soviet
writings at that point, though several commentators continued to note the limita-
tions of high seas analogies.69

MOVING TO MULTIPLE ANALOGIES
Even as the Soviet government was moving towards acceptance of defining outer
space as a common area in 1961, the analogy-mapping process underway in the
continuing UN deliberations and transnational lawyers’ discussions about regu-
lating outer space activity was revealing the limits of high seas analogies.70 These
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limits were most obvious to lawyers and diplomats thinking about human visits
to and activity on the solid bodies—the Moon, planets, moons of other planets,
and asteroids—existing in outer space and hoping to avoid a competitive scram-
ble for sovereignty over them. High seas analogies suggested treating the solid
bodies like “islands” in the “high seas” of space. Traditionally, uninhabited or
sparsely inhabited islands had been treated as res nullius open to appropriation by
the first state establishing effective occupation, an unappealing thought to those
who wished to classify the Moon, and other planets as common areas. The gov-
ernments and others who hoped to prevent extensions of military activity into
outer space also disliked high seas analogies because the law of the sea permitted
a wide range of military activity there. Awareness of these limitations spurred a
search for adaptations of high seas analogies, or for some other analogical basis
for advocating more congenial outer space rules.

The importance of settling the locational classification of the Moon, other
planets, and other celestial bodies was universally acknowledged, but percep-
tions of the urgency of the task varied. The effort began with most Soviet bloc
and Western international lawyers opposed to treating them as “up for grabs” by
individual states.71 The Western and Third World delegates participating in the ad
hoc space committee’s 1959 meetings did agree that “serious problems could
arise if States claimed, on one ground or another, exclusive rights over all or part
of a celestial body,” but did not list the question among those requiring immedi-
ate resolution.72 However, the Soviet and American governments, each of which
was soon considering plans to send men to the Moon, did regard the question as
urgent. In the meantime, they sought to avoid serious confrontation over the
issue. Thus, when the Soviets’ Lunik–II robot probe crashed into the Moon car-
rying a Soviet flag in September 1959, both the head of the Soviet space program
and Soviet Premier Khrushchev stated that the Soviets had no desire to claim the
Moon and the flag should not be understood as symbolizing any such claim.73

Both superpowers used their space programs to gain prestige, making
efforts to be the first to put a human into space and then on the Moon a central
part of their space program planning. The Soviets were the first to get a human
into orbit, when they launched Yuri Gagarin on his multiorbital flight in April
1961. The Americans duplicated the feat with John Glenn in February 1962, but
had already set their sights on being first to the Moon. The U.S. government pub-
licly committed itself to landing astronauts on the Moon by the end of the decade
in May 1961.74 Soviet space planners projected Moon missions, though they did
not get highest level approval until mid-1964.75 That approval was not made
public, but lack of formal statements did not inhibit general awareness of “the
race to the Moon.” Each superpower hoped to reach the Moon first, but had
learned from several years of competition that the rival had considerable
resources and could not be counted out of the race.76 Thus, each had to consider
the consequences of coming in second. Little imagination was required to envi-
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sion the successful contender claiming the whole Moon,77 and then setting off on
a similar race for other planets.78

At the same time, neither superpower was anxious to disturb the relaxation
of mutual tensions that had begun in 1955 by increasing the stakes of their
already strong space competition. Nor was either ready to provide its space pro-
gram with the level of resources that would be needed to stake and defend a
national claim on the Moon or elsewhere until more was known about the com-
position and resource potentials of celestial bodies. Unlike the late fifteenth cen-
tury Iberian explorers, who were inspired by desires to link up with the large
Christian communities they believed existed in Africa and India and to control
the well-known and highly lucrative spice trade,79 would-be spacefarers were
aware that they had almost no information about what awaited them. The Moon
was the most inviting destination because it was the nearest and hence most
easily attained. A rational choice analyst would have no trouble concluding that
the combination of significant difference between being first or second and high
uncertainty about placing first or second would encourage any government to
adopt a maximin strategy of attempting to reduce the loss to be incurred if the
other reached the Moon first. A mutual agreement to allocate all the prestige of
being first to the winner but sharing access to the prize later would be a workable
maximin strategy.

This line of argument would explain the Resolution 1721A stipulation that
outer space and celestial bodies “are not subject to national appropriation.”80

However, it does not explain how the superpowers developed the conceptual
foundations needed for developing the larger body of rules about lunar explo-
ration or for persuading other governments to accept the rules they wanted. The
superpowers needed a more general rationale for both the nonappropriation rule
and activity guidelines consistent with it. High seas analogies might have sup-
plied this if spacecraft or Moon stations were treated like ships flying a national
flag. However, the strong physical similarities between the celestial bodies/space
and the islands/ocean relationship created a “cross-mapping” that would con-
stantly remind governments of the syllogism “celestial bodies are to islands as
space is to the sea” suggesting the legitimacy of national appropriation.

Awareness of this misfit between analogy and purpose could have inspired
a shift towards deriving rules for outer space activity inductively or deductively,
but the mental resources necessary for either form of reasoning remained scanty.
In 1961–62 humans riding rocket-launched vehicles did reach just above the
highest edge of the atmosphere, but their feats did not amount to sufficient space
activity to permit an inductive derivation of rules from experience in space. Nor,
despite a few lawyers’ claims that space is a distinct realm deserving a law
reflecting its particular characteristics, was there a sufficiently clear scientific or
political-legal understanding of space to create a framework of assumptions and
postulates sufficiently detailed to support deducing more particular rules. This
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lack of sufficient basis for inductive or deductive reasoning encouraged govern-
ments to move to other forms of reasoning. Analogy prevailed over the looser
comparisons of simile and metaphor because experience in another physical
realm, Antarctica, was now available for retrieval.

Using Antarctic analogies had been proposed in the ad hoc space commit-
tee during June 1959, but not taken up. The seven governments making territorial
claims in the Antarctic, the Argentine most outspokenly, objected that Antarctica
was properly part of national domain so not comparable to outer space.81 Soviet
legal specialists were also reluctant to raise Antarctic analogies as long as the
possibility of dividing Antarctica into national segments dominated the Antarctic
agenda.82 The conditions for using Antarctic analogies soon became more favor-
able. By early 1960 the diplomats and lawyers involved in discussion of space
issues had developed enough space expertise to move from single to multiple
analogies. Seeking the Antarctic as a second source domain for analogical rea-
soning was encouraged by three factors. First, the Antarctic Treaty had been
completed and open for signature in December 1959 and was the subject of
extensive legal commentary as the twelve governments involved in its negotia-
tion proceeded to ratification and brought it into force in June 1961.83 Second,
Antarctic analogies had active proponents bringing them to policymakers’ atten-
tion.84 Third, the provision in Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty that territorial
disagreements would be put into abeyance and the continent treated as a common
access area offered a precedent for classifying something that appeared to be
“terra firma” as res communis rather than national domain.

Mapping attribute, relational, and systemic similarities between Antarctica
and celestial bodies provided strong confirmation of the Antarctic analogy’s suit-
ability. There were two very obvious attribute similarities between human activ-
ity in Antarctica (particularly with late-1950s technology) and human activity in
outer space. Humans venturing into Antarctica also had to deal with an extremely
harsh natural environment and bring with them most of what they needed for
physical survival. Second, there had been so little exploration of Antarctica by
1959 that the extent and location of any minerals or other resources was
unknown. Preliminary guesses were possible only a decade later, after refinement
of continental draft theory suggested which parts of Antarctica held most prom-
ise based on extrapolation from known resource deposits on other continents.85

There were also some key relational similarities. Both Antarctic explorers and
astronauts needed a level of supply requiring large support teams and budgets.
The relatively long distance from other continents and the difficulty of the cli-
mate meant that military and other installations on Antarctica would be hard to
defend from attack.86 Mapping similarities of the political interactions also
strengthened belief in the usefulness of the Antarctic analogy. Though seven
states (Argentina, Australia, Chile, France, New Zealand, Norway, and the
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United Kingdom) had claimed portions of Antarctica as state domain, a division
of the continent had not been settled. Not only did the Argentine, British, and
Chilean claims overlap, but many states—including both of the superpowers—
refused to recognize Antarctic territorial claims. Superpower attitudes were par-
ticularly important and roughly paralleled the superpower attitudes towards the
celestial bodies. Each superpower believed it had as good a right as any other
state to make an Antarctic claim, and reserved the right to do so should the con-
tinent be divided, but also preferred being able to send expeditions anywhere on
the continent as it chose.87 The coalitional situation was also similar in that the
superpowers had the largest Antarctic exploration programs in late 1958. Though
their lead at “the bottom of the world” was less commanding than their lead in
outer space, they could make or break any international regime developed for the
Antarctic, just as they could make or break any regime for outer space.

The decision to treat Antarctica as a common area, at least for thirty years
and probably indefinitely,88 rested on similar value appeals as the idea of treat-
ing outer space as a commons. The first proposal for setting territorial claims
aside temporarily, made by the Chilean government in 1948 as a way of defus-
ing rising tensions among the Argentines, British, and themselves over their
claims, invoked arguments that Antarctica should be treated as an area for sci-
entific cooperation.89 The idea came up again in 1955 when Antarctica was des-
ignated as an open area for scientific research for the duration of the
International Geophysical Year on the understanding that expeditions would be
temporary affairs and “not modify the existing status of the Antarctic regarding
the relations of the participating countries.”90 When scientists expressed interest
in continuing activity beyond the December 1958 termination of IGY programs,
the U.S. government took the lead in convening an intergovernmental confer-
ence among the twelve states that had sent IGY expeditions to Antarctica—
themselves and the Soviets, the seven claimants, Belgium, Japan, and South
Africa—to establish a longer-term legal regime for the area. The result was the
Antarctic Treaty.91 The ideal of promoting scientific cooperation also played a
prominent part in forming attitudes towards space. Both superpowers had first
indicated interest in space research by including satellite launches in their IGY
plans. Each invoked science as a major element in the public explanation of its
space activity, even though each was fully aware of the extent of its own mili-
tary programs and able to guess the dimensions of the other’s. In both Antarc-
tica and outer space scientific cooperation served as a way of rallying
governments of varying capabilities and preferences around a common policy
decision to establish an open access regime.

The Antarctic analogy was mapped and used because it provided the basis
for solving both normative and practical problems facing governments involved
in the space negotiations. Normatively, it provided two distinct rationales for
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setting territorial claims aside, each appealing to different groups of those inter-
ested in outer space but together facilitating formation of a broad supporting
coalition. Those who hoped that the celestial bodies would never become the
objects of interstate conflict could take inspiration from the Antarctic Treaty’s
preambular pronouncements that “it is in the interest of all mankind that Antarc-
tica continue forever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes and shall not
become the scene or object of international discord.”92 Those who believed the
nonappropriation rule was a reasonable temporary solution that would be set
aside as the level of space activity and the body of knowledge about celestial
bodies increased could take heart from the stipulation in Article IV that claims
could not be exercised but did not have to be renounced while the Treaty
remained in effect.

For the moment, then, two conflicting sets of ultimate ambitions could be
reconciled by reference to a single analogy. This patching over of ultimate dis-
agreement can be seen in the Outer Space Treaty. The preambular paragraphs,
recognizing “the common interest of mankind in the progress of the exploration
and use of outer space for peaceful purposes,” and stating that “the exploration
and use of outer space should be carried on for the benefit of all peoples irre-
spective of the degree of their economic or scientific development,” accentuate
the desire to maintain the commons indefinitely. So does the first paragraph of
Article I in saying that “The exploration and use of outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the
interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific
development, and shall be the province of all mankind.” Those who regarded the
nonappropriation rule as an interim measure could take heart from the traditional
structuring of the Outer Space Treaty to include provisions for amendment by
agreement of a majority of the parties in Article XV and for unilateral withdrawal
by any individual government after one year’s notice in Article XVI.

Operationally, the Antarctic Treaty indicated how a nonappropriation prin-
ciple could be combined with a jurisdictional regime maintaining state authority
over humans, space vehicles, and stations on celestial bodies by overcoming the
“cross-mapping” involved in applying maritime regimes of flag state jurisdiction
to the apparent “terra firma” of celestial bodies. The Antarctic analogy suggested
using the system of sending state jurisdiction over expeditions, stations, and their
personnel formalized during the IGY.93 Though similar to flag state jurisdiction
over ships, being able to cite the Antarctic precedent stabilized the solution.
Adding it to the Outer Space Treaty only required inserting specific mention of
the Moon and celestial bodies into the 1963 declaration formula that states retain
jurisdiction and control over objects launched into space and any persons inside,
and that ownership of the objects is not affected by their presence in space or
where they land when they return to Earth.94
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DELIMITING THE OUTER SPACE COMMONS

The selectivity in governments’ use of analogies in developing outer space law is
revealed quite starkly in the most striking omission from the Outer Space Treaty,
the lack of any indication where airspace ends and outer space begins. Both the
law of the sea and the Antarctic Treaty stipulated definite physical limits—a dis-
tance from shore dividing areas of national maritime jurisdiction from the high
seas and a latitude line marking off “the Antarctic” from other regions of the
world. The law of the air did have one implied physical boundary, a lower limit
where gaseous air above meets solid land or liquid ocean below. However, it
defined no explicit upper limit. Even the French language term “espace extra-
atmospheric” only suggested a boundary because the atmosphere lacks a sharp
edge.95 The realm of activity regulated by air law was defined pragmatically by
applying it to aircraft in flight.96

The law for activity at sea and in the Antarctic drew on long international
law traditions regarding the delimitation of physical spaces. On land it is
common to use prominent features like rivers or mountain ranges to distinguish
the territory of one state from the territory of its immediate neighbors; on the
seabed water depth or geological features have been used to distinguish the
national continental shelves from the deep seabed commons. Land that lacks
prominent features, or has not been explored in any detail when rival states are
sorting out claims, has been divided using various concepts of measurement. In
the modern era, the latitude and longitude grid has provided the most readily
available marker, but measurements of distance from some striking feature can
also be employed. Measurement rules have been common at sea, where distance
from the low tide line or some other shore point to shore point baseline has been
used to distinguish the waters within the various zones of national jurisdiction
from those forming the common high seas. Boundary-setting has been influenced
occasionally by the extent of governments’ ability to exercise control through
physical denial of access to an area. “Ability to exclude” has been regarded as
essential to asserting sovereignty, and underlies the principle that claims to sov-
ereignty over land require “effective occupation” by the claiming state. However,
ability to exclude physically was used on land less to delimit precise boundaries
than to determine a rough partitioning from which more precise delimitations
would be determined using physical features or measurements. Physical reach
had more direct influence on development of the law of the sea, where it was
long believed that the customary definition of the territorial sea as all waters
within three nautical miles of shore was a “cannon shot rule” based on the effec-
tive range of coastal artillery in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth cen-
tury.97 Yet any direct link between the three mile limit and ability to exclude had
disappeared well before the end of the nineteenth century; by the mid-twentieth
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the width of the territorial sea was clearly a conventional one, and the correspon-
dence between three nautical miles and the older unit of one marine league was
more likely to be noted.

Reach also influenced some thinking in air law, with national airspace
being defined in some quarters as extending as high as ground-based antiaircraft
defenses are effective.98 However, both the 1919 Paris Convention relating to the
Regulation of Aerial Navigation and the 1944 Chicago Convention on Interna-
tional Civil Aviation adopted the different approach of defining the law of the air
as the legal regime applied to aircraft in flight. This “functionalist approach” of
focusing on the object or activity to be regulated rather than a precise delimita-
tion of a physical space in which the activity occurred offered a distinct alterna-
tive to the “spatialist” approach of clearly defined and measurable physical
boundaries.

Discussions of outer space issues in the 1950s tended to assume a “spatial-
ist” approach. International lawyers’ acceptance of the assumption that physical
realms need clearly defined boundaries was encouraged by the presence of
boundary stipulations in the high seas and Antarctic regimes. However, a widely
shared “spatialist” preconception did not preclude disagreement about where the
boundary should be set because there were several possibilities. A few early com-
mentators favored using a fifty kilometer altitude line because it corresponded to
the apogee attained by the German V–2 rockets in 1945.99 In his scheme for
dividing outer space into different zones, John Cobb Cooper suggested setting
the upper limit of airspace at 300 miles above sea level, the upper limit of “near
space” at 600 miles up, and treating everything more than 600 miles from sea
level on Earth as “far space.” When Sputnik revealed states’ inability to control
activity even in Cobb’s “near space,” interest shifted to the Von Karman Line
(274,000 feet [62 miles] or about 100 kilometers) dividing the inner from the
outer atmosphere. This soon came to be favored by a majority of the early spe-
cialists,100 because it offered a way to combine the spatialist approach of defin-
ing a precise boundary and the functionalist notion of distinguishing between
aircraft and spacecraft because it corresponded roughly to what was then
believed to be the upper limit of winged flight.101 Some proposed using connec-
tions to other physical realities, particularly defining “outer space” as starting
where Earth’s gravitational pull is equalled by that of other natural bodies in
space. However, both approximately 327,000 km out, where the gravitational
influence of the Moon equals that of Earth, or approximately 870,000 km out,
where the gravitational pull of the Sun equals that of Earth, seemed implausibly
high.102 Another grativational possibility focused on the “spray region,” the point
about 1,000 km above sea level where individual atoms can escape Earth’s grav-
itational pull. The initially attractive notion of using the edge of the atmosphere,
as suggested in the French language distinction between “espace atmospheric”
and “espace extra-atmospheric”103 foundered on the lack of a clear division
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between the two. What atmospheric scientists call the “homosphere”—the 97
percent of the atmospheric mass consisting of water, water vapor, and gasses in a
ratio of 78 percent nitrogen, 20 percent oxygen, 1 percent argon, and 0.03 percent
carbon dioxide—extends some seventy to ninety kilometers above the Earth’s
surface. Beyond the homosphere lie successively thinner layers of different
gasses distinguishable from the near vacuum of space by greater concentrations
of gaseous material that together extend some 600–1,500 km out from Earth.

Governments were slow to take up the delimitation question. Though the
ad hoc space committee identified “the question of where outer space begins” as
meriting attention in 1959, it was not included in the list of priority questions.104

Nor did any government propose a particular boundary in their drafts of the 1963
Declaration of Legal Principles or of the Outer Space Treaty. The only clear dis-
cussion of physical divisions of space occurred in the ITU’s 1963 Extraordinary
Administrative Radio Conferences, which adopted a distinction between “near
space” covering the roughly 384,000 km distance between Earth and the Moon
and “deep space” covering the rest for purposes of defining different types of
“space radio services.”105 This decision did not address the question of distin-
guishing outer space from airspace, so had no effect on discussions in the Outer
Space Committee.

The lack of a defined boundary can be traced to the superpowers’ separate
calculations that rapid improvements in space technology made settling on a pre-
cise boundary premature. Even the usual approximation of the Von Karman line
to 100 km, already used by the International Astronautical Federation as the min-
imum for qualification as “spaceflight”106 failed to gain acceptance despite its
simplicity because neither superpower was sure it would effectively mark off
space activity from aviation. Though Sputnik–I had lasted only ninety-two days
in its 142 km perigee mildly elliptical orbit,107 space engineers expected to main-
taining satellites in orbits with similar or even lower perigees through use of
onboard rocket motors or more highly elliptical orbits.108 For both superpowers,
shifting at least temporarily to the sort of “functionalist” approach used in air law
made enough sense that delimitation was set aside in the round of discussions
producing the compromises that made the 1963 Declaration and the Outer Space
Treaty possible.

Neither other governments nor legal commentators were satisfied with this
solution. In Resolution 2222 of 1966, the General Assembly instructed the Outer
Space Committee to begin studying “questions relative to the definition of outer
space and the utilization of outer space and celestial bodies.”109 When the Legal
Committee discussed the question briefly the following year, Swedish and
Czechoslovakian delegates argued that the growth of space activity necessitated
establishing a clear line between air and space. An Indian delegate was sympa-
thetic but noted that most of the proposed lines had serious deficiencies.110 It
soon became clear that most governments were persuaded that it was still too
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early in the “space age” to settle on any particular boundary.111 In 1969 most del-
egates agreed to defer the issue by taking up a Franco-Belgian proposal to com-
mission a secretariat background paper on the matter.112 Though completed the
following year, the paper was not discussed at length because priority was being
given to completing the liability negotiations.113

Most legal commentators regarded the lack of a boundary as a serious
omission likely to create difficulties, so did not drop the matter. In 1968 the Inter-
national Law Association offered its collective view that a boundary needs to be
defined, and should be set no higher than the lowest stable orbital perigee
attained before January 27, 1967 (the day the Outer Space Treaty was opened for
signature). They based this proposal on the argument that lack of complaint
against satellites intruding into national airspace had established a customary
international law rule that all points of satellite orbits lie within outer space.114

However, others continued to favor other lines, and a profession-wide consensus
did not develop. Even so, these ongoing discussions among international lawyers
directly involved in the space negotiations and their academic peers did erode
support for permanent adoption of a functionalist approach to space law.115

Governments took up the boundary question again in the late 1970s
because its technological and political salience had increased.116 Renewed space-
power interest in developing “aerospace planes” capable of taking off and land-
ing like aircraft but going beyond the edge of the atmosphere and relaunchable
spacecraft (“space shuttles”) raised questions of whether such machines should
be treated as “aircraft” or “spacecraft.” Developing country concern about
crowding of the geostationary orbit had triggered a set of national claims to seg-
ments of the geostationary orbital band, and with them discussion of whether
such claims violated the Outer Space Treaty. While aerospace planes could have
been incorporated into air law without too much difficulty—the civilian passen-
ger ones as an additional form of civil aviation and the military ones as another
type of military aircraft, relaunchable spacecraft posed a different problem. The
most familiar of these, the proposed U.S. space shuttle, would be launched by
rockets, remain in space for extended periods, return to Earth by landing on a
runway, and be ready for another space mission in a few months. When space-
craft were capsules returning through the lower atmosphere by parachute, the
question of whether spacecraft had any right to transit the national airspace of
other countries on their way to and from space had not arisen because launching
states had been able to confine launch and descent paths to their own or to
common airspace. The longer descent path of the shuttle suggested that it might
pass through other countries’ airspace, triggering discussion of transit rights
among international lawyers. These yielded a number of proposals for defining
an intermediate zone of “mesospace” in the region between 50 km and 100 km
altitude where aerospace planes and relaunchable spacecraft could fly freely.117
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Though at least one international lawyer had suggested the idea earlier,118

governmental claims to national jurisdiction over arcs of geostationary orbit were
first raised in the December 1976 Declaration of Bogota by the governments of 8
countries—Brazil, Colombia, Republic of the Congo, Ecuador, Indonesia,
Kenya, Uganda, and Zaire—with territories straddling the Equator.119 The eight
governments asserted sovereignty over the arcs of geostationary orbit lying
directly above their territories and treated the larger portion over the high seas as
forming part of the “common heritage of mankind” to be regulated through a
global intergovernmental organization.120 The Declaration of Bogota was prima-
rily an attack on the prevailing ITU-based system of first come-first served allot-
ment of orbital slots,121 which many developing country governments wanted to
replace with a system of planning that would allot slots to states regardless of
how close they were to launching satellites. This intent was reflected quite
clearly in Brazilian arguments that a new international economic order was
needed in space as well as on Earth, and that the equatorial states opposed uses
of space that would “entail any restriction on their sovereignty over their natural
resources or constitute an obstacle to the full implementation of programs essen-
tial to their economic development.”122

The Declaration of Bogota opened the boundary question by challenging
the tacit understanding that outer space begins somewhere in the region of the
100 km altitude line by claiming national control of an area about 35,800 km
(23,000 mi) up.123 Being parties to the Outer Space treaty did not stop the Brazil-
ian, Ecuadorian, and Ugandan governments from joining the other equatorial
governments in asserting that the claims did not contradict the Outer Space
Treaty because it never mentions the geostationary orbit or explicitly defines that
orbit as part of outer space.124 Others’ arguments that something like the 100 km
line was part of customary law elicited the two-prong response that the line was
an arbitrary one established by the orbital perigees of major powers’ satellites,
and should not be endorsed by the whole international community until more
complete study of the problems arising from use of the geostationary orbit had
been completed.125 The equatorials countered arguments that their claims
amounted to an appropriation of space violating Article I of the Outer Space
Treaty with a simple reversal: in a world where states have very different capa-
bilities, a first come-first served rule is a form of de facto appropriation by the
more technologically advanced.126

The equatorial claims gave the boundary issue enough political salience to
put it back on the Outer Space Committee agenda. In contrast to the 1976 ses-
sion, when the Legal Subcommittee Committee postponed the matter by
requesting another secretariat study,127 the 1977 and 1978 sessions were marked
by periods of substantive discussions even though most committee time was
being devoted to completing the Moon Treaty. Both superpowers opposed the
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equatorial claims,128 but this shared opposition did not lead to a convergence of
their positions on the boundary question. While the Americans, British, Japan-
ese, and West Germans continued to regard a functionalist approach as suffi-
cient, the Soviets, their Eastern European allies, and the Belgians articulated
spatialist views and advocated using a line somewhere in the 100–110 km alti-
tude range.129 However, Soviet support of that line was equivocal; they hedged
by adding that any agreement specifying that line would have to be amended if
lower orbits prove feasible so that objects in those orbits would remain within
the ambit of outer space law.130 This hedging tended to reinforce the beliefs of
governments expressly or implicitly adopting functionalist views. Doubts about
the long-term logic of the 100–110 km line increased in the early to mid-1980s
as many satellite engineers were confident that they could build satellites with
sufficiently high mass to area ratios to attain stable orbits with perigees as low
as 90 km.131 Nor were Third World governments eager to see the implicit
boundary changed. Though generally disliking the ITU first come-first served
rule, many of them expressly opposed the equatorial claims because they
wanted the whole geostationary orbit to be regulated under a new global agency
ensuring all states access to orbit.132

The ensuing discussions did contain some potential for bargaining through
issue linkage. Until the Moon Treaty was completed, a few negotiators opposed
the equatorial claims by arguing that allowing claims to geostationary orbit
would open the door to “creeping jurisdiction” in space or national claims to the
Moon.133 Later, as efforts to advance new international economic order principles
through the Moon Treaty foundered,134 Third World governments pursued a dif-
ferent linkage, offering to trade explicit acceptance of a boundary in the 100–110
km altitude region for industrial state acceptance of governing use of the geosta-
tionary orbit through a special international regime.135

Third World members thus provided the main impetus behind the Outer
Space Committee decision to treat the airspace boundary and use of geostation-
ary orbit as a single agenda item.136 The combined issue, initially titled “Defini-
tion and/or delimitation of outer space and outer space activities, bearing in
mind, inter alia, questions relating to the geostationary orbit” was still on the
Outer Space Committee agenda when the cold war ended. The first few years of
consideration featured some discussion of developing explicit rules about transit
through the atmosphere to and from outer space. Government perceptions that
this question needed to be addressed even though rockets had transited up and
space capsules down without comment since the late 1950s were fed by public-
ity given to U.S. space shuttle plans. In the late 1970s U.S. engineers anticipated
that the space shuttle would be flying at an altitude of about seventy-five miles
over the western Pacific near Midway, and about 26.5 miles at the outer edge of
the U.S. exclusive economic zone when making a landing in California.137 The
Iranian government offered variations on the idea of establishing an intermediate
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zone of “mesospace” in which sovereign control of aviation would continue but
spacecraft allowed free transit.138 However, the Soviets explicitly rejected such
ideas, preferring instead to develop a multilateral treaty stipulating the conditions
under which spacecraft could transit through other states’ national airspace,139

and other governments evinced no enthusiasm for the Iranian idea. This element
of the boundary discussion thus faded away.

Debates on the geostationary orbit aspect of the boundary question quickly
became a three-sided discussion among the equatorial governments trying to
combine arguments that the geostationary orbit should be regulated by a special
international regime with their claims to national jurisdiction over certain parts of
it, other Third World governments supporting the idea of establishing a distinct
regime to cover the entire geostationary orbital band, and industrial states prefer-
ring to keep discussion of geostationary orbit use in the more technical setting of
ITU conferences. Continued Third World opposition was the most significant
factor in the shifts of position by a few of the equatorial states in the early 1980s.
The Ecuadorians and Indonesians went fairly far in distinguishing their own aspi-
rations from sovereignty claims in the 1982 Legal Subcommittee debates.140 That
fall, the Ecuadorians announced that the equatorial group had held another con-
ference in April and reformulated their claims as assertions of “preservation
rights” rather than “sovereignty.”141 However, that reformulation was not an
abandonment of claims to special national jurisdiction. In March 1984, the
Colombian, Ecuadorian, Indonesian, and Kenyan governments proposed a set of
draft principles regarding use of the geostationary orbit that included claims to
preservation rights over the segment of geostationary orbit lying directly above
their territory, preferential access in that segment, and requirements that others
have their permission before launching a satellite into that segment.142 Other
Third World governments perceived the modesty of the changes and withheld
support.

Yet some evolution in the terms of discussion was suggested by two
changes in the title of the agenda item. The summer 1984 reformulation—“Mat-
ters relating to the definition and delimitation of outer space and to the character
and utilization of the geostationary orbit including the elaboration of general
principles to govern the rational and equitable use of the geostationary orbit, a
limited natural resource”—emphasized the areas of Third World consensus. At
the same time, including the words “rational and” before “equitable” gave the
industrial states most opposed to a priori planning room to continue their argu-
ment that precommitment of orbital slots would inhibit efficient use of orbit. The
summer 1985 reformulation—“Matters relating to the definition and delimitation
of outer space and to the character and utilization of the geostationary orbit,
including consideration of ways and means to ensure the rational and equitable
use of the geostationary orbit without prejudice to the role of the International
Telecommunications Union”—reflected increased support for addressing use of
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the geostationary orbit in ITU conferences. By then preparations for the first
session of an ITU World Administrative Radio Conference devoted solely to
satellites in geostationary orbit had revealed that the industrial state advocates of
continuing the first come-first served rule and the Third World advocates of plan-
ning were moving towards a compromise solution.143 On defining an air-space
boundary, most governments maintained the positions they had advanced in the
1960s, and stalemate persisted.144 Continuing impasse encouraged the Outer
Space Committee to shift attention to other issues where the prospects of agree-
ment seemed greater.145 Thus, the law of outer space still lacks an explicit defi-
nition of where airspace ends and outer space begins, meaning it remains
functionalist in character. At first glance, spatialist approaches seem to predomi-
nate in national laws regarding space activity because national statutes do treat
“outer space” as a distinct geographic area. However, they do not specify a
boundary and tend to follow the functionalist approach of treating as “outer
space” those places where satellites orbit for extended periods.146

EXPLAINING PREFERENCE FORMATION, PREFERENCE AGGREGATION, 
AND NEGOTIATION OUTCOMES
In the 1950s and early 1960s, outer space was an unfamiliar physical realm and
human activity in it quite modest. Neither prevented governments (and others)
from concluding that the extension of human activity beyond the edge of the
Earth’s atmosphere required rapid creation of rules to guide activity. Together,
this general perception of urgency and superpower desire to gain wider interna-
tional endorsement for whatever rules were adopted, led to general agreement
that the space issues should be addressed through multilateral negotiations in UN
forums.

This situation definition highlighted the relevance of two sets of beliefs
about the proper organization of the international system and the process of
developing international regimes that were operative whatever might be learned
about the physical character of outer space. The first were the basic organizing
principles of the international system under which political order was provided
and maintained by the governments of multiple independent states, each having
jurisdiction over defined areas and persons, rather than a central world authority.
The second were the norms and practices of multilateral diplomacy and the inter-
national law of treaties

This reaffirmation of the states system meant that governance of human
activity in space would be provided by extending governments’ authority into
this newly entered physical realm. However, that reaffirmation did not specify
whether government authority would be extended by treating outer space and
celestial bodies as res nullius open to incorporation into the individual domain of
whichever state or states reached them first, or as a common area open to all and
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policed by having each state supervise its own nationals’ activities there. Each
solution had strong legitimacy and rested on considerable precedent; each would
supply an answer to the central question of who would hold what authority over
what human activity in space.

The need to settle the very basis of governing authority meant that deter-
mining the locational classification of space was a political more than a legal
question. The international lawyers inside and outside government who dis-
cussed the problem so actively in the 1950s could offer suggestions and provide
arguments for adopting them, but the actual decision was made at the highest
levels of government. This was particularly true in the superpowers which, as
highly competitive rivals launching the first space activity, were highly attuned to
the different political implications of treating space as available for national
appropriation or as a common area. Space program administrators and national
security establishments also had a strong interest in the question, and made their
views known within the national decision-making process even as the lawyers
were most visible in the transnational and multilateral discussions.

Most governments had little conception of space or space activity when the
negotiations began in 1957. Even the superpowers had fairly inchoate concep-
tions. Each had identified space activities it wished to undertake, and the Soviets
had identified one, satellite reconnaissance, they hoped they could inhibit the
Americans from undertaking. Beyond that, however, their positions on the ques-
tion of how to organize governance of space and human activity in it were fairly
fuzzy and open to revision as they proceeded with their respective space pro-
grams. The agreement to negotiate at the UN, even if in a newly created forum
using a special consensus rule, did help structure preference formation and aggre-
gation by reminding each government that any substantive agreements reached
would need to have content and underlying rationales attracting very wide
support.

Development of national preferences involved both analogical reasoning
and utility-maximizing calculations of interest. As the cognitive literature sug-
gests, utility calculations affected the relative attractiveness of the competing
high seas and air analogies. This is most obvious for the superpowers, which as
the only active space powers had the largest number of immediate material stakes
in the outcome of regime negotiations. Each sought to maintain considerable dis-
cretion in the conduct of its own space activity and wide choice of means for
responding to any security threat that might develop from anyone else’s space
activity. The Soviet government was initially less willing to accept high seas
analogies and their suggestion of treating outer space as res communis unless it
could link that classification to complete demilitarization.147 Outside observers
attributed the higher Soviet interest in air analogies to their desire to block satel-
lite reconnaissance by extending national domain at least into near earth space.148

The Soviet government’s decision to abandon air analogies came largely from
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arguments among its own legal specialists, but was certainly reinforced by its
increased interest in using satellite reconnaissance. This new interest aligned
Soviet decision makers’ mental horizons more closely to those of American deci-
sion makers by encouraging them to think about the benefits derived from Soviet
observation of others’ territory as well as the costs imposed by others’ observa-
tion of their own. Similarly, the Soviets and Americans converged on the initially
nonobvious solution of treating celestial bodies as res communis and using
Antarctic analogies to work out the jurisdictional details because of prior calcu-
lations that they would be better off if they avoided a scramble to extend their
domain to distant celestial bodies with little military and entirely unknown
resource potential. The Antarctic negotiations had not been set up as a “trial run”
for the space negotiations, but the solutions developed at the Washington Con-
ference on Antarctica were quickly perceived as relevant to celestial bodies
because of their physical and political similarities to the Antarctic. Resonance
with material interests also enhanced the attraction of oceans and Antarctic
analogies for other governments. As will be seen more clearly in discussions of
the various forms of space activity, other governments also had good utility-ori-
ented reasons to support the res communis classification of outer space. Their
rapid acceptance of Antarctic analogies was spurred by the fact many of them
saw in the nonmilitarization clauses of the Antarctic Treaty a superior precedent
for space than the prevailing rules for the high seas.

The interplay of interest calculations and analogical reasoning continued
even after the high seas and Antarctic became the settled source domains. This
continuity is demonstrated quite vividly in the discussions about defining the
lower boundary of outer space. As long as space activity consisted of sporadic
launches of government scientific, defense, and prestige-seeking programs with
no cross border or commercial implications, the “spatialist”-“functionalist” argu-
ment could continue at a leisurely pace. As perceptions of relative scarcity of
usable orbital positions in geostationary orbit increased sharply in the mid-1970s,
governments felt greater urgency because of an initiative by a small group of
developing country governments. Most Third World governments had become
worried that their countries would be closed out of the geostationary orbit, and its
highly useful and lucrative telecommunications possibilities under the ITU’s
system of “first come-first served” access to orbital slots and associated radio fre-
quencies. The majority of the concerned Third World governments sought to alter
the open access implications of the res communis classification by pressing for
establishment of a special geostationary orbit regime dividing slots and frequen-
cies according to a global plan allocating them among states without taking cur-
rent ability to use the slot into account. However, a group having territory at the
Equator responded by attempting to stake jurisdictional claims to the segment of
geostationary orbital band directly above that territory. Though the gestationary
orbit regime negotiations in the ITU soon moved in a more congenial direction,
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the equatorial states kept the boundary issue alive for some time by continuing to
assert their claims. Only when those were largely abandoned did the boundary
discussion fade again.

When outer space issues were added to the agenda of world politics in
1957, the distribution of capability among states was obvious but individual gov-
ernments’ preferences were unclear. This meant that governments could not iden-
tify the constellation of preferences that would arise as states formed up their
coalitions of the similarly minded. The net result was not just lack of knowledge
about their own and others’ actual preferences, as emphasized in rational choice
accounts of missing information, but also an inability to identify the likely
dynamics of the preference aggregation process and hence the bargaining strate-
gies most likely to advance a government’s goals. Yet, governments needed to
identify emerging constellations of preferences, and points at which their growth
could be influenced if they were to be able to negotiate effectively and establish
rules before space activity proceeded very far. Analogical reasoning assisted
preference aggregation by providing governments with a common conceptual
framework within which they could form their own preferences and comprehend
the likely or announced preferences of others. Capability mattered even in the
analogical reasoning by defining which voices would be heard most clearly.
However, the initial uncertainties and divergences of views between the super-
powers offered other actors, including the transnational community of air and
space lawyers, opportunities to influence negotiations.

The starkly uneven distribution of capability prevailing in the late 1950s
and early 1960s meant that the decisions to classify outer space and then the nat-
ural bodies within it as res communis were the product of two interactions, a
bilateral one between the superpowers and a more inclusive one involving in
varying degrees all governments represented in the UN General Assembly. The
superpowers’ interaction was the core of the preference aggregation process
because their vast lead in space capability gave each of them the ability to influ-
ence collective decisions in two ways. Individually or together, the superpowers
could set negotiations on or off particular paths by creating faits accomplis to
which others would have to accommodate. Similarly, each could inhibit discus-
sion of a particular rule and together they could set fairly tight limits on the range
of serious proposals by indicating which suggestions they were or were not ready
to implement themselves. However, neither could simply impose a stable regime
unilaterally; stability would require coming to some measure of mutual agree-
ment on the rules. The wider discussion was not irrelevant, however. The
transnational discussion of possible rules for outer space among international
lawyers had created some expectations of wider consultation, and the decision to
negotiate within the global forum of the UN General Assembly was strengthened
by the superpower’s continuing shared perception that only pursuing a broadly
inclusive multilateral negotiations would give agreements about outer space the
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legitimacy each superpower sought for them. The other 16 governments included
on the Outer Space Committee were the most continually involved, but all UN
member governments had opportunities to comment and vote as the Outer Space
Committee reported draft resolutions and agreement to the General Assembly.

Reasoning by analogy, which had been initiated among the academic inter-
national lawyers of various countries and taken up by their government-
employed counterparts even before Sputnik, provided the necessary mental
mechanism for developing shared substantive conceptions of outer space and
space activity. By indicating how familiar legal concepts and rules could be
applied to the vast new realm of outer space, governments could develop a shared
conceptual model of the issues at hand. This shared conception was the basis not
only for individual preference formation, as noted above, but also for preference
aggregation by making governments’ positions comprehensible to each other.
The very process of reasoning together in an open negotiation then worked the
other way, and supported the legitimacy using the same shared conceptual model
in later interactions. The strength of legitimacy was demonstrated particularly
clearly in Chinese reactions to adoption of the Outer Space Treaty. The Beijing
government had not participated in the negotiations because of its continuing
exclusion from the United Nations, and initially criticized the Outer Space Treaty
as a product of Soviet “surrender” to “American imperialism.”149 However, Chi-
nese international law specialists accepted the locational classification of outer
space as res communis.150 Even before the Sino-Soviet rift that provided the
political motivation for the initial criticisms subsided, the Chinese government
followed congruent practice in its own outer space policy.

Neither of the prevailing explanations of government preference formation
gives a full explanation of negotiation outcomes. Social practices theorists would
be more attuned to the importance of developing some shared conception of
outer space because the very thinness of the international normative and institu-
tional context meant there was no strong ready-made logic of appropriateness for
acting in space. They would also be ready to acknowledge the importance of
understanding the mental mechanisms used to develop shared ideas, but have not
worked out how shared ideas affect negotiations. Discourse analysts would agree
on the importance of debate, but those who assume that deep linguistic structures
strongly constrain human receptivity to ideas and proposals would also make the
structuralist leap of assuming that what is obvious in retrospect was foreordained
at the start. Doing so significantly underemphasizes the mental creativity
involved in recombining established legal conceptions to include both the near
vacuum of space and the solid natural celestial bodies within a single res com-
munis locational classification. It also underestimates the persuasive skill needed
to bring others around to some conception of an issue. This point becomes clear
in thinking about the process and results of classifying celestial bodies as res
commmunis. The syllogism “space is to oceans as celestial bodies are to islands”
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suggested in the first round of using the high seas as the source domain was very
attractive to superpower policy makers. Citizens and other governments did
express aspirations to keep earthly conflicts out of space, but these aspirations
had little political influence in superpower policymaking circles. It was the prag-
matic appeal of Antarctic analogies to policymakers more interested in abating
than in sharpening superpower conflict, that won the day. Were that pragmatic
appeal to weaken before treating celestial bodies as common areas becomes well-
entrenched in practice, the political process of classifying celestial bodies could
be reopened.

Realists and rational choice theorists, in contrast, can plausibly claim that
tracing the analogical reasoning involved does not explain anything about
acceptance of outer space as a commons that cannot be explained more parsimo-
niously by reference to superpower capabilities and desires. In their view, the
debate over whether to use air or high seas analogies did not matter because the
inability of any state to prevent others from launching objects into space made air
analogies so self-evidently implausible that there was no need for discussion.
Governments would have tacitly converged on using high seas analogies no
matter what their initial views. This is a potent argument for the void of space,
but fails to explain why celestial bodies were included in the common area rather
than left unmentioned or classified as res nullius. There was strong sentiment in
both the Soviet and U.S. governments, particularly in military and security affairs
circles, for doing just that. Explaining how the superpowers classified celestial
bodies as common areas requires tracing out how the process of reasoning by
analogy, as it moved from the “novice” phase of reliance on a single analogy to
the “expert” phase of relying on multiple analogies, facilitated adoption of the
“Antarctic solution” to the problem of celestial bodies. The realist and rational
choice response would be that this result, too, was foreordained; Antarctic analo-
gies were simply a post hoc justification for a prior decision to limit rivalry in
areas far enough from Earth to be strategically irrelevant. The importance of
understanding the reasoning process and its role in shaping how states define
their interests will become clear only by considering the negotiation of rules for
specific forms of space activity in subsequent chapters.

From a legal and logical point of view, the most surprising element of the
contemporary law of outer space is the lack of a clearly defined lower boundary.
This lack of clear delimitation between the outer space commons and the air
national domains is rather surprising in light of governments’ usual preference
for having clear physical boundaries. It is even more surprising in light of the
strongly contrasting jurisdictional regimes of national control over airspace and
open access to outer space that follow from the differences in locational classifi-
cation of the two realms. However, the result is less surprising when viewed in
light of the mix of available policy solutions and divergent superpower prefer-
ences. While land and ocean boundaries rest on a “spatialist” conception of law,
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emphasizing the importance of physical demarcations, international air law uses
a “functionalist” conception based on applying the rules to “aircraft in flight,”
since it was unclear in 1944 how high aircraft might eventually fly. In the outer
space discussions, the Soviet government favored the “spatialist” approach of
defining a lower boundary, though often qualified this with insistence that the
boundary should be revisited if it proved possible to maintain satellites in orbit at
lower altitudes. The U.S. government favored the “functionalist” solution of
treating spacecraft and satellites as covered by outer space law no matter where
they were at the moment. However, the superpowers also agreed initially that the
boundary question could be deferred since so little was known about space activ-
ity. This shared sense that it would be premature to close off all discussion
allowed them to converge in practice on an implicit boundary. The basic proce-
dural norms of international law offer two ways to develop binding rules: speci-
fying them in a treaty, with the rule becoming more general as larger numbers of
states become party to it, or by evolution of convergent practice into customary
law. By the late 1960s, many international lawyers, not just those working for
governments espousing or relying on “functionalist” approaches to space law,
agreed that there was enough convergent state practice and enough evidence that
governments thought the practice obligatory, to regard the lowest perigees of
satellite orbits as the physical location where national airspace ended and outer
space began.151 This consensus was challenged by the equatorial states’ argument
that the geostationary orbit was not part of the space commons, but other gov-
ernments’ reactions indicated that the customary rule was supported by a vast
majority of states, including all of those with ability to launch objects into space.
Thus, the workings of general procedural norms of international law and the
example of successful regulation despite some uncertainty around the edges of
boundaries made it possible for governments to continue proceeding as if a pre-
cise treaty-based definition of the horizontal boundary between air and outer
space is unnecessary.

The ultimate fate of the equatorial state claims to jurisdiction over parts of
the geostationary orbital band reveals the interplay of normative and calculative
elements in the preference-aggregation process. The equatorial governments
invoked a number of widely shared beliefs to support their claims: the physical
cause argument that the geostationary orbit was in danger of saturation, the con-
sequent policy claim that open access had to be replaced by regulated access, a
wider normative claim that developing states should have a larger role in inter-
national decision making, and a reasoning claim that oceans analogies are rele-
vant to understanding the problem. Yet their proffered solution, which would
have placed part of the geostationary orbit under national jurisdiction while leav-
ing the rest (the portions above the high seas) as a common area to be managed
jointly, failed to attract much support. This failure is all the more striking when
compared to the results of the Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea,
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where ideas of treating the deep seabed as a common area were adopted only
after coastal states considerably reduced its potential size by securing acceptance
of national jurisdiction over 200 nautical mile exclusive fishing zones and over
resources on or in the subsoil of seabed areas extending at least 200 nautical
miles from shore and up to about 350 if the continental margin is broader than
200 miles.

Several elements account for the different results. First, the group of equa-
torial states was quite small: only ten countries have land territories directly
underneath the Equator and only 8 of them actively asserted their claims. In con-
trast, the majority of states are coastal, though the fullest benefits of 200 mile
fishing zones and seabed resource jurisdiction accrue to about fifteen. The “broad
shelf” states were far more successful than the equatorials at coalition-building.
They augmented their numbers by forming a coalition with other developing
coastal states by packaging their ideas with support for 200 mile fishing zones.
They also coalesced relatively early in the negotiations and won early endorse-
ment from the developing countries’ Group of 77 caucus. This made it hard for
advocates of a larger common deep seabed area to make much headway. Third,
this early-mover advantage was strongly reinforced by the broader sequence in
evolution of agreed international rules. Coastal state national jurisdiction over
“the continental shelf” had been formally codified into international law in
1958152 laying the groundwork for splitting seabed areas into national domains
and a common area. In contrast, the geostationary orbit had been treated as a
whole at the ITU since 1965 and lay well above the tacitly accepted lower bound-
ary of outer space. Fourth, the two sets of claims had very different physical
implications. The proposed extensions of national oceans and seabed jurisdiction
were expected to cover control over some 90 percent of the identified fish stocks
of the world and all of the known subsea natural gas and petroleum resources
which were the most immediately valuable subsea resources.153 Even on an
extensive definition of their territories (for instance, allowing Ecuador to claim
all the segment of arc between its easternmost mainland point and the western-
most point of the Galapagos Islands), less than 25 percent of the geostationary
orbit would come within equatorial state jurisdiction. There is no evidence of
public mention of this point, but the equatorial claims would actually capture far
less than 25 percent of the orbital slots satellite operators desire. Satellite system
designers locate their geostationary platforms west of the area to be served to
adjust for the fact that in the three weeks before and after the equinoxes geosta-
tionary satellites experience periods of “eclipse” as they pass through the shadow
of the Earth and must rely on backup batteries. Placing the satellite west of the
service area shifts this period of less power to a time after midnight when
demand for service is lower.154 This helps explain why the arcs covered by equa-
torial claims were not expected to be particularly crowded. A UN expert study in
the mid-1980s identified the arcs between 49 and 90 degrees east latitude over
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the Indian Ocean, between 135 and 87 degrees west latitude over the Pacific, and
between 35 and 1 degrees west over the Atlantic as the most crowded areas while
equatorial state domains lie directly below the arcs between 10 and 24 degrees
east (Africa), between 81 and 110 degrees east (Indonesia), and between 81 and
50 degrees west (Latin America).155

Later events provide an example of how governments vary in revising their
preferences as preference aggregation indicates that initial preferences stand little
change of being adopted. Whatever their initial intentions, Brazil and Indonesia
treated their claims as bargaining chips, discarding them as ITU discussions
moved towards adoption of a hybrid regime with some elements of planning and
they themselves got their own satellites into orbit. In contrast, the Colombians,
who first floated equatorial state claims in 1975,156 were the most persistent. This
did not cost Colombia anything, though the gains it would secure by having its
claim accepted were quite modest compared to what Indonesia might have
acquired. The explanation may be internal: to a degree difficult to assess from the
outside, the Colombian government has tied its domestic legitimacy to the claim.
Article 101, paragraph 4 of the 1991 Colombian Constitution stipulates that
“Also part of Colombia is the subsoil, the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, the
continental shelf, the exclusive economic zone, the airspace, the segment of the
geostationary orbit, the electromagnetic spectrum and the space where it applies,
in accordance with international law or the laws of Colombia in the absence of
international regulations.”157 Though a few countries define the national territory
in their constitutions, none of the other equatorial states makes comparable state-
ments about portions of outer space.158

The locational classification of outer space was crucial to later negotiations
because it selected the basic rules that would be applied to such matters as access
to space, control over humans and human-made objects there, and the range of
allowable activity. However, the locational classification alone did not settle all
the legal questions posed by space activity; formulating rules for the various
forms of space activity also required that each activity be categorized in a com-
monly understandable way. Both the 1963 Declaration of Principles and the 1967
Outer Space Treaty made preliminary statements about particular forms of space
activity, but elaboration of fuller international regimes for them involved the sep-
arate negotiations analyzed in succeeding chapters.
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52. Gaggero, “Quo Vadis COPUOS?”, 372.
53. Lincoff, “Annual Review of UN Affairs,” 173.
54. See Jasentuliyana, “Remarks,” 372 for later reflections by the Deputy Director

of the Outer Space Affairs Division of the UN Secretariat.
55. Remarks of the Austrian delegate in the Outer Space Committee, UN Doc.

A/AC.105/SR.281 (June 3, 1986), para. 16.
56. United Nations Yearbook, 1996, p. 1425.
57. Allison, “Meeting the Challenges;” Wilson, “International Telecommunications

Union,” 242–56.
58. See chapter 8.
59. See Jacobson, “The ITU,” 65–66 and Robinson, “Regulating the Airwaves,”

portion of note 45 appearing on p. 15.
60. See, e.g., Chapman and Warren, “Direct Broadcast Satellites,” 415–16.
61. See, e.g, Jakhu, “Evolution,” 389–399; Savage, Politics of International Tele-

comunication Regulation, 61–63.
62. See Keck and Sikkink, Activists beyond Borders; Florini, Third Force; Iriye,

Global Community. The annual Yearbook of International Organizations includes statis-
tics on the number of various sorts of nonstate actors active in various periods.

63. Schachter, “Invisible College.”
64. E.g., The International Astronomical Union’s public criticism of the US “Pro-

ject West Ford” experiment involving launch of millions of narrow metal rods in space to
see if they could be used for bouncing radio signals between points on Earth in 1961–63
noted in Jenks, Space Law, 35–36.

65. Haley, Space Law and Government, 282–90.
66. Early activity described in Johnson, “Pollution and Contamination,” 41.
67. Only 3 of the persons serving on delegations to the Outer Space Committee or

its subcommittees in 1962–1988 were listed as affiliated with a private association; most
of the 107 individuals who were listed only by name in one year were listed as having
government employment in another when their government provided affiliations as well
as names. See Delegation Lists 1962–88.

CHAPTER 3. THE LOCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OUTER SPACE
1. See Dalfen, “International Legislative Process,” 187–88.
2. Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and

Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Washington, London,
and Moscow, January 27, 1967 United Nations Treaty Series, 610: 205–11.

3. E.g., Dahm, Völkerrecht, I: 538–730; Brierly, Law of Nations, 162–221. A
fourth category, condominium—territorial, maritime and aerial jurisdiction over an area
exercised jointly by two or more states—also existed, but was seldom used and did not
figure in the space negotiations.

4. International air law actually classifies airspace according to the status of the
immediately subjacent portion of the Earth’s surface, defining the airspace above the high
seas as a common area. Thus the term “air” was used in these space discussions as short-
hand for “national airspace.”
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5. This follows Krasner, “Compromising Westphalia,” 136–37 in using “imposi-
tion” to denote using power to create situations in which others are left with no meaning-
ful choice and “coercion” to denote using power to affect another state’s incentives in
situations where they do have choice.

6. Jonsson, “Cognitive Factors.”
7. The res nullius and condominium categories are now so infreqeuntly encoun-

tered outside historical accounts of international law that the commons/state domain dis-
tinction is generally treated as governed by an either-or logic today.

8. Good general discussions of reasoning by analogy are provided by Rumelhart
and Norman, “Analogical Processes in Learning;” Holland and others, Induction; Vosni-
adou and Ortony, Similarity and Analogical Reasoning; and Holyoak and Thagard, Mental
Leaps.

9. This distinction covers the more self-conscious uses of analogical reasoning,
leaving aside the claim by Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live By; Lakoff, Women,
Fire, Dangerous Things; Johnson, Body in the Mind; and Winter, “Transcendental Non-
sense” that much of human reasoning is analogical in form and the critiques of that claim
presented in Fernandez, Beyond Metaphor.

10. E.g., Neustadt and May, Thinking in Time; Vertzberger, “Foreign Policy Deci-
sion-Makers;” Khong, Analogies at War.

11. See Novick, “Analogical Transfer.” Keane, Ledgeway and Duff, “Constraints
on Analogical Mapping,” 388–89 argue that a fifth step, inductive creation of a model
treating both source and target domain as cases of a larger set of phenomena or situations,
also occurs in certain circumstances.

12. Burstein, “Combining Analogies,” 179–80 provides a particularly clear discus-
sion of debugging.

13. Holyoak and Thagard, Mental Leaps, 132 regard these “unmapped differences”
as the most likely source of unexpected failure in analogical reasoning.

14. This discussion draws most heavily on Spiro and others, “Multiple Analogies
for Complex Concepts,” 503–509.

15. Holyoak and Thagard, Mental Leaps, 129.
16. Khong, Analogies at War, 245–50.
17. Keane, Ledgeway and Duff, “Constraints on Analogical Mapping,” 389–94

provides a concise summary.
18. Miller, “Magical Number Seven;” Hastie, “Primer of Information Processing.”
19. Purkit, “Artificial Intelligence,” 40; Holland and others, Induction, 84.
20. Tversky and Kahneman, “Judgment under Uncertainty,” Holland and others,

Induction, 84; Barsalou, “Intraconcept Similarity,” 96–99; Reisback and Shank, Inside
Case-Based Reasoning, 19–24.

21. Janis, Psychological Studies.
22. Sylvan, Majeski and Millikan, “Theoretical Categories,” 333. Khong, Analo-

gies at War provides an extended discussion of political examples.
23. Khong, Analogies at War. 
24. Khong, Analogies at War, 217–19; Keane, Analogical Problem Solving; Gen-

tner, “Mechanisms of Analogical Learning,” Gentner and Markham, “Structure Mapping.”
Vosniadou, “Analogical Reasoning,” 414–17 argues that surface similarities prevail when
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source and target domains are closely related, and similarties of apparent causal processes
when they are more distant.

25. Collins and Loftus, “Spreading Activation Theory;” Gentner, “Structure-Map-
ping;” Holland and others, Induction; and Holyoak and Thagard, Mental Leaps, 141–1
offer varying views.

26. Spiro and others, “Multiple Analogies,” 500–01; Novick and Holyoak, “Ana-
logical Transfer.”

27. Rummelhart and Norman, “Analogical Processes,” 340–57; Spiro and others,
“Multiple Analogies;” Holyoak and Thagard, Mental Leaps, 175–176.

28. Pepitone, “Some Conceptual and Empirical Problems;” Purkitt, “Artificial
Intelligence,” 40.

29. Cognitive science discussions of the non-neutrality of the terms of debate
include Goffman, Frame Analysis; Tannen, Framing in Discourse; Schon and Rein,
Frame Reflection; Larrick and Blount, “The Claiming Effect.” Political theory treatments
include Connolly, Terms of Political Discourse and Shapiro, Langage and Political
Understanding.

30. This is inspired by Young, “Regime Dynamics,” 98–101.
31. Holzner and Marx, Knowledge Application and Schon, Reflective Practitioner

provide extended treatments of the influence stemming from shared standards of expert
argumentation. Though, as Habermas, Knowledge; Gouldner, Future of the Intellectual;
Tesh, Hidden Arguments and others point out, standards of expert reasoning are them-
selves shaped by broader social and political factors, they do acquire a distinct weight
once they are seen as widely shared among relevant experts.

32. Levy, Introduction to Legal Reasoning; Burton, Introduction to Law; Wellman,
“Practical Reasoning;” and Sunstein, “On Analogical Reasoning” provide good introduc-
tions to legal reasoning. Rissland, “Artificial Intelligence and Law,” draws explicitly on
cognitive science to outline the process of legal reasoning.

33. Report of the Ad hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, UN Doc.
A/4141 (July 14, 1959), p. 23, par 5; reprinted in GAOR, 14th Session, Annexes, agenda
item 25.

34. Early discussions of air law had featured “zone theories” favoring establish-
ment of a distinction between freedom to fly at high altitudes and need for subjacent state
permission to fly at low altitudes. These had been rejected by 1919 and had little influence
on analogy selection for outer space though they were recalled by some participants in the
transnational lawyers’ discussions. Haley 1963, Space Law, 120; Matte, Aerospace Law,
36–44 and Gal, “Territorial Seas and Airspace,” 135–36.

35. The Soviet TASS news agency announced the ICBM successes on 27 August.
Burrows, This New Ocean, 180.

36. Burrows, This New Ocean, 338–39.
37. Steinberg, Satellite Reconnaissance, 23 and 27.
38. E.g., Richard Witkin, “U.S. working on satellite that could film the Earth,” New

York Times, 14 October 1957, p. 1.
39. “Convention on International Civil Aviation,” Chicago, December 7, 1944,

United Nations Treaty Series 15: 297–363. McNair, Law of the Air provides one of the
most authoritative summaries of air law as it stood at the time.
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40. Lissitzyn, “Treatment of Aerial Intruders” and Wright, “Legal Aspects of the U-
2 Incident” discuss contemporaneous instances.

41. Cheng, “Outer Space,” 61–62.
42. E.g., Cooper, “High Altitude Flight;” Schachter, “Who Owns the Universe?”

Horsford, “Law of Space” Jenks, “International Law and Activities in Space;” American
Society of International Law, “Panel on International Air Law;” Cheng, “International
Law;” International Institute of Space Law, Proceedings of the First Colloquium.

43. Cooper, “High Altitude Flight,” is the clearest assertion of air analogies. The
prevalence of high seas analogies is indicated in International Law Association, 1960,
especially Article 3 and American Bar Association, Law of Outer Space.

44. See the US State Department Legal Advisor’s views in Becker, “Opinions,”
subjected to serious criticism in Lissitzyn, “American Position.”

45. See Latchford, “Bearing of International Air Navigation,” especially 411 for a
very clear expression of this outlook.

46. E.g., the Argentine lawyer and negotiator A.A. Cocca. See Cocca, “Die
rechtliche Natur des Weltraums.”

47. Particularly Jenks, Space Law, 103 and Roy, “Comment,” 94–96.
48. O’Connell, International Law, I:471 highlights the importance of exclusion.
49. Sullivan, “International Geophysical Year,” 275–76 and 301–39.
50. Crane, “Soviet Attitudes.”
51. Kislov and Krylov, “State Sovereignty in Airspace;” Milde, “Considerations;”

Zhukov, “Space Espionage Plans;” see also summaries in Lapenna, “Some Soviet Views.”
52. E.g., Osnitskaya, “International Law Problems,” 57.
53. Zadorozhny, “Iskustvennye sputniki;” Galina, “Question of Interplanetary

Law;” discussion at the February 1959 meeting of the Soviet Association of International
Law reported in Soviet Yearbook of International Law, 1959: 411–14.

54. Korovin, “International Status of Cosmic Space.”
55. Clearest in Zadorozhny, “Iskustvennye sputniki” and Galina, “Question of

Interplanetary Law, 8.
56. A preference already expressed in top secret internal memoranda. See NSC

5522, “Comments on the Report to the President by the Technological Capabilities Panel,”
June 8, 1955, p. S5.

57. Haley, Space Law, 130; Taubenfeld, “Consideration at the United Nations,”
404–5.

58. GAOR, First Committee, 13th Session, 982nd-995th meetings (November
12–24, 1958).

59. Conclusions stated most clearly in remarks of the Peruvian and Australian del-
egates, GAOR, First Committee, 13th Session, 983rd meeting (November 13, 1958), para.
23 and 986th meeting (November 17, 1958), para. 19.

60. Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, Geneva, April 29, 1958,
United Nations Treaty Series 516: 205–24 (1964); Convention on the Continental Shelf,
Geneva, April 29, 1958, United Nations Treaty Series 499: 311–20 (1964); Convention on
the High Seas, Geneva, April 29, 1958, United Nations Treaty Series 450: 82–102 (1962);
and Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas,
Geneva, April 29, 1958, United Nations Treaty Series 559: 285–301 (1966).
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61. Resolution 1721A (XVI), GAOR, 16th Session, Supplement 17, Vol. 1, p. 6.
62. “Soviets warn U.S. on Spy Satellites” New York Times, November 14, 1960, p.

18; Operative paragraph 8 of the Soviet draft declaration on outer space, reproduced in
UN Doc. A/AC.105/6 (July 9, 1962), pp. 3–4; Soviet delegates’ remarks to the Outer
Space Committee’s Legal Subcommitee, UN Doc. A/AC.105/C.2/SR.7 (June 7, 1962), p.
5 and GAOR, First Committee, 17th Session, 1298th meeting (December 3, 1962), p. 9.

63. Piradov, International Space Law, 135–36.
64. Burrows, This New Ocean, 338–39 who says Sergei Korolov and other advo-

cates of manned spaceflight secured authorization to develop the Vostok capsule after
agreeing to come up with a design that could also serve the body of a reconnaissance satel-
lite. Harvey, New Russian Space Programme, 178 claims Vostok was a modification of
reconnaissance satellites already under development.

65. Steinberg, Satellite Reconnaissance, 64–65.
66. Klass, Secret Sentries in Space, 119–22; Burrows, This New Ocean, 236 who

notes later on 338 that return of “usable pictures” was delayed until 1964.
67. Kozhevnikov, Mezhdunarodnoe pravo, 13.
68. Korovin, “Peaceful Cooperation in Space,” 54.
69. E.g., Gabrovsky “Kosmos,” 82; and Korovin “Peaceful Cooperation in Space.”
70. See International Institute of Space Law, Proceedings of the Second Collo-

quium and analyses in Haley, Space Law, 348–68 and Ogunbanwo, International Law and
Outer Space Activities, 21–24.

71. International Law Association, Report of the 49th Conference; survey of
lawyers’ views reported in American Bar Association, The Law of Outer Space.

72. Report of the ad hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, UN Doc.
A/4141 (July 14, 1959), Part III, para. 30, reprinted in GAOR, 14th Session, Annexes,
agenda item 25.

73. Statements noted in New York Times, September 15, 1959, p. 1, col. 5, and Sep-
tember 17, 1959, p. 18, col. 3. Keller, Lissitzyn and Mann, Creation of Rights summarizes
the long tradition of using flags, coats of arms, and other national symbols to indicate
intention to claim an area as part of state domain.

74. See President John F. Kennedy’s Special Message to Congress on Urgent
National Needs, May 25, 1961, reprinted in Public Papers of the Presidents of the United
States: John F. Kennedy (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 1961), 1:
346–406.

75. Communist Party Central Committee decision 655–268, August 3, 1964 noted
in Burrows, This New Ocean, 400.

76. The closeness and mutual awareness of it are detailed in Harvey, New Russian
Space Programme, 90–132.

77. See the quite similar expressions of anxieties in Broushey, “Who Controls the
Moon,” and Larinov, “Doctrines of Military Domination.”

78. See Cheng, “International Law and High Altitude Flight,” 493–94, which was
published in July three months before Sputnik I.

79. Scammel, First Imperial Age.
80. GAOR, 16th Session, Supplement 17, Vol. 1, p. 6.
81. See the Legal Subcommittee debate recorded in UN Doc. A/AC.98/C.2/SR.5

and comment in Jessup and Taubenfeld, Controls for Outer Space, 879 note 12.
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82. E.g., Osnitskaya, “International Law Problems,” 60–61 warning that the anal-
ogy might justify US efforts to claim parts of space.

83. E.g., Dupuy, “Traité sur l’Antartique;” Hanessian, “Antarctic Treaty” and
“Antarktis-Vertrag;” Hayton, “Antarctic Settlement” and “Nations and Antarctica,” Sim-
monds, “Antarctic Treaty.”

84. See particularly Jessup and Taubenfeld, Controls for Outer Space. Remarks of
the Indian delegate in GAOR, First Committee, 14th Session, 1080th meeting (December
11, 1959), par. 11 provide an example of rapid uptake.

85. Gould, Antarctica in World Affairs suggests the situation at the time; Wright
and Williams, Mineral Resources of Antarctica provides the most detailed early extrapo-
lation.

86. Gould, Antarctica in World Affairs; Lepotier, “Demilitarisation de l’Antarc-
tide;” and Taubenfeld, “Treaty for Antarctica,” 261–62 provide contemporary apprecia-
tions.

87. Watts, International Law and the Antarctic, 120.
88. This time estimate is derived from Article XII, paragraph 2 of the Antarctic

Treaty, which provides that the Treaty can be reviewed 30 years after it enters into force.
The Antarctic Treaty, Washington, December 1, 1959, United Nations Treaty Series
402:71–84 (1961).

89. Hanessian, “Antarctic Treaty,” 441. Bush, Antarctica and International Law,
II: 383–84 reproduces the relevant diplomatic correspondence.

90. Sullivan, “International Geophysical Year,” 319–20.
91. Fuller accounts of the diplomacy in Auburn, Antarctic Law and Politics; Beck,

International Politics of Antarctica; and Peterson, Managing the Frozen South.
92. Preamble, Antarctic Treaty, Washington, December 1,1959, United Nations

Treaty Series 402: 71 (1961).
93. This was not stipulated in the Antarctic Treaty, but is implied in the Article V

requirement that parties give notice of expeditions and station locations and became the
standard practice.

94. Compare operative paragraph 7 of the 1963 Declaration of Legal Principles
and Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty. Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, General Assembly Reso-
lution 1962 (XVIII), GAOR, 18th Session, Supplement 18, p. 15. Treaty on Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including
the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, United Nations Treaty Series 610: 205–11.

95. See below, page 61.
96. “Flight” is typically defined as beginning when the doors are closed for move-

ment to the takeoff runway and ending when the doors are opened after post-landing
movement to the terminal building.

97. O’Connell, International Law of the Sea, 1: 129–134.
98. E.g., Kovalev and Cherpov, “Artificial Satellites,” 138. Wadegaonkar, Orbit of

Space Law, 40 says Bolivian law on airpsace uses this criterion.
99. Noted in Cohen, Law and Politics in Space, 18.

100. Cohen, Law and Politics in Space, 18–19.
101. Initial design specifications for the American X-15 aircraft included ability to

attain altitudes of at least 47 miles. Burrows, This New Ocean, 251.
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102. See Hosenball and Hofgard, “Delimitation of Air Space,” 889 note 14.
103. The French language version of the Convention relating to the Regulation of

Aerial Navigation, Paris, October 13, 1919, in Manley O. Hudron, ed, International Leg-
islation, 1: 359–70 used the first, and French space lawyers used the second to describe
outer space. The French version of the 1944 Convention on International Civil Aviation
uses “espace aerien.”

104. Report of the ad hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, UN
Doc. A/4141 (July 14, 1959), 2. Reprinted in GAOR, 14th Session, Annexes, Agenda Item
25.

105. Christol, Modern International Law, 440.
106. Ogunbanwo, International Law and Outer Space, 54.
107. Burrows, This New Ocean, 212.
108. Kopal, “What is Outer Space?” 278; ELDO/ESRO, “Paper on Delimitation of

Airspace,” 8.
109. Resolution 2222(XXI), par. 4, GAOR, 21st Session, Supplement 16, p. 13.
110. Remarks of Indian delegate in UN Doc. A/AC.105/C.2/SR.83 (July 7, 1967),

pp. 7–10.
111. Christol, Modern International Law, 438–40; Matte, Space Activities, 383–86.
112. Report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space on the Work of

Its 12th Session, UN Doc. A/7261 (September 17, 1969), par. 1–10. Reprinted as GAOR,
24th Session, Supplement 21.

113. Working paper in UN Doc. A/AC.105/C.2/7 (1970); lack of discussion noted
in Report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space on the Work of its 13th
Session, UN Doc. A/8020 (September 17, 1970), par. 46. Reprinted as GAOR, 25th Ses-
sion, Supplement 20.

114. International Law Association, Report of the 53rd Conference, Buenos Aires,
1968, p. 110.

115. Tang, “Boundary Question,” 1973.
116. Christol, Modern International Law, 450; Wadegaonkar, Orbit of Space Law,

39.
117. E.g., De Jager and Reijnen, “Mesospace;” Gorbiel, Legal Definition of Outer

Space, 14–43.
118. Seara Vasquez, Cosmic International Law, 55 proposed establishing an area of

“contiguous space” reaching from the edge of the atmosphere to a height of 36,000 km
and permitting states to launch geostationary or geosynchronous satellites into spots
directly above their own territory.

119. English translation in Journal of Space Law 6: 193–196 (1978). Brazil’s posi-
tion was less straightforward since its delegates signed the declaration as “observers” of
the conference. The government of Gabon endorsed the claims in Declaration #51
attached to the Final Act of the 1977 WARC-ST and the government of Somalia endorsed
by joining in Reservations 40, 42, and 79 attached to the Final Act of WARC 1979. Roth,
La prohibition, 199 note 8.

120. This was highlighted in a Colombian delegate’s remarks in the Special Politi-
cal Committee, GAOR, 33rd Session, Special Political Committee, 7th meeting (October
17, 1978) but often ignored by all sides in the debate. Christol, Modern International Law,
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begins discussion of the debate on page 465 but first mentions this feature of the claim on
p. 480. Even Roth, La prohibition relegates it to a footnote on page 199.

121. See chapter 8.
122. Remarks of a Brazilian delegate to the Outer Space Committee in UN Doc.

A/AC.105/PV.178 (July 28, 1977), p. 32.
123. The conventional roundings-off; more accurately 35,784 km or 22,400 mi.
124. Advanced by a Colombian delegate in GAOR, 30th Session, Plenary Meet-

ings, 2052nd meeting (13 Oct. 1975), pp. 43–46 and then by Ecuadorian and Panamanian
delegates in GAOR, 31st Session, First Committee, 10th meeting (October 21, 1976), pp.
37–38 and 81–82.

125. E.g., remarks of Colombian delegate in GAOR, 34th Session, Special Political
Committee, 19th meeting (November 1, 1979), par. 75.

126. Remarks of Brazilian delegate in the Outer Space Committee, UN Doc.
A/AC.105/PV.176 (July 27, 1977), p. 21. See also Jakhu, “Principle of Nonappropriation,”
23.

127. Secretariat study in UN Doc. A/AC.104/C.2/7/Add.1 (January 21, 1977).
128. See Soviet working paper on “Considerations on the Legal Status of Geosta-

tionary Orbits, UN Doc. A.AC.105/L.94 (June 21, 1977); and remarks of US delegate in
the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee, UN Doc. A/AC.105/C.1/SR.199 (February 28,
1978), p. 9.

129. Matte, Space Activities, 383–86.
130. Remarks of Soviet delegate GAOR, 33rd Session, Special Political Commit-

tee, 8th meeting (October 18, 1978), par. 80.
131. Tessitore and Woolfson, Issues, 187.
132. See summaries of positions in Report of the Legal Subcommittee on the Work

of its 17th Session, UN Doc. A/AC.105/218 (April 13, 1978), pp. 9–10; Report of the
Legal Subcommittee on the Work of its 18th Session, A/AC.105/240 (10 April 1979), pp.
8–10; and delegate remarks in GAOR, 35th Session, Special Political Committee, 14th
meeting (October 23, 1980), par. 21.

133. Remarks of Kuwaiti and Nepalese delegates in GAOR, 31st Session, First
Committee, 5th meeting (October 19, 1976), p. 12 and 10th meeting (October 21, 1976),
p. 48.

134. See chapter 7.
135. E.g., Remarks of Venezuelan delegate in the Outer Space Committee, UN

Doc. A/AC.105/PV.171 (June 22, 1977), pp. 68–69.
136. Report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space Committee on

the Work of its 21st Session, UN Doc. A/33/20 (August 7, 1978). Also printed as GAOR,
33rd Session, Supplement No. 20.

137. Doyle, “Reentering Space Objects,” 112.
138. Iranian position noted in Christol, Modern International Law, 523–24.
139. Soviet working paper, UN Doc. A/AC.105/C.2/L.139 (March 30, 1983).
140. See remarks of Ecuadorian and Indonesian delegates in A/AC.105/C.2/SR.372

(1982), pp. 6 and 3.
141. Remarks of Ecuadorian delegate in GAOR, 37th Session, Special Political

Committee, 19th meeting ( 1982), par. 20.
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